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 Ample empirical evidence shows that dense urban forms can promote rail transit use 
and reduce car dependence. However, evidence of the reverse causal link—the impact of urban 
rail transit investments on neighborhood land use forms — is less clear. Previous studies that 
evaluate the land use impacts of the urban rail transit systems yield mixed results on whether 
and how these systems could affect land use forms. Those mixed results suggest that the 
existence and magnitude of land use changes due to rail projects are likely influenced by certain 
contextual conditions, pertaining both to the project location and to its regional setting. It is the 
focus of this study to explore what those conditions are and to examine how they could affect 
the land use impacts of urban rail transit projects on the nearby neighborhoods.  
 Out of many dimensions that describe land use impacts, this research chooses to 
examine the changes in population and housing densities—the densification effects, in 
particular. After theorizing the mechanisms of the densification effects of urban rail transit, this 
study hypothesizes on the key factors that may interfere with such land use effects and tests 
those hypotheses in empirical studies. It takes into account both the internal and external 
factors that could interfere with the land use impacts of urban rail transit. The internal factors 
include the type of rail transit and the station features; the external factors include the pre-
existing conditions of the neighborhoods where the rail stations are located. To provide the 
most recent evidence on this topic, this research selects four metropolitan areas in the United 
States as the study cases—Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles, and Washington, D.C., each of which 
constructed new urban rail lines in the 1990s. Applying a difference-in-differences design and a 
mixed methodology of spatial and regression analyses, this study quantifies the effects of new 
rail stations on neighborhood population/housing density changes and investigates the 




The findings on individual cases show that a new rail transit station is more likely to help 
increase population and housing densities when it is introduced in a moderate-income 
neighborhood with a pre-existing condition of compactness and relatively few single-family 
houses. A cross-comparison of the results from the four difference cases reveals that heavy rail 
lines are more likely to trigger increase in population and housing density than light rail lines. In 
addition, the network effect also matters—a new urban rail line that is an extension to an 
existing rail transit network is more likely to promote density increase than a brand new urban 
rail system built from scratch.  
This study contributes to the long-lasting debate on the costs and benefits of urban rail 
transit investments. It provides the most recent empirical evidence on the densification effects 
of urban rail transit in the United States. Furthermore, it is the first of its kind to systematically 
study the interference of both the internal and external factors of a new urban rail transit 
project on its potential land use impacts. The findings of this study can be used to help transit 
planners make informed planning decisions on the site selection of a new rail station in the 
future, if densification is one of their planning goals. 
 
Keywords: 
Sustainable transportation, heavy rail, light rail, density, land use effects, difference-in-




Chapter 1: Introduction 
 After decades of transportation policy that mainly promotes automobile travel, the 
awareness of the environmental, economic, and social problems associated with excessive car 
travel emerged and grew among planners, environmental groups, and the general public in the 
United States. In this context, investments on public transit have gradually regained popularity 
on the agenda of transportation planning in many American cities since the late 1980s. As 
opposed to the relatively uniform automotive mode of transportation, public transportation is 
the collection of alternative travel modes available for the general public, including buses, 
trams and light rail, heavy rail, commuter rail and suburban railroads. Many planners would 
agree that rail transit has advantages over bus transit for its bigger potential on changing land 
use forms and guiding urban development in a more efficient and sustainable way (Black & 
Lane, 2012). Whether and how such an acclaimed potential can be reached and realized, 
however, is open to question. 
 From 1970 to 2010, around $100 billion were spent on the construction and expansion 
of urban rail transit systems in the United states (American Public Transportation Association, 
2012). During this period, dozens of cities invested in building new urban rail lines, and more 
are in planning stages. Such a resurgence of the urban rail transit investments leads to a heated 
debate on the cost-efficiency of these projects. An essential part of this debate involves 
scholarly investigation into the land use impacts of these new urban rail projects, due to the 
high expectations on rail transit’s potential to guide development. Despite the intensive 
research on this topic, there is still no strong or consistent evidence on the causal effect of the 
urban rail projects on land use changes. Probably the only thing we could be certain about the 




Under such circumstances, this study aims to contribute to the current literature on this 
topic by theorizing the mechanisms of the land use effects of urban rail transit, hypothesizing 
on the key factors that interfere with such land use effects, and testing those hypotheses in 
empirical studies. This introduction chapter provides a brief on the settings of this research: 
clarifying the key terminology; summarizing the recent boom in urban rail transit investments in 
the U.S. and the cost-benefit debate that follows the boom; and explaining why the conditions 
on the densification effects of urban rail projects is worth scholarly investigation.  
1.1 The working definition of “density” and “densification” 
 Density is one of the key issues in the planning field (Florida, 2003; Jacobs, 1961). There 
are many aspects and measures of density that could be of interest to this study: residential 
density, building density, development density, employment density, street density, to name a 
few. The term densification, accordingly, regards to the increase in density. Among all those 
measures, this study is particularly interested in the two measures of residential density—
population density and housing density, in the discussion of the densification effects of urban 
rail transit. In this context, a neighborhood that experiences population densification is a 
neighborhood that has more people per square mile; a neighborhood that experiences housing 
densification is a neighborhood that has more housing units per square miles.  
 The rationale of choosing residential densification rather than other aspects of 
densification as the topic of interest here is that residential densification is the most influential 
density measure on transit use (Baldassare, 1981; Bramley & Power, 2009; Cervero & 
Kockelman, 1997; Dunphy & Fisher, 1996; Ewing & Cervero, 2001, 2010; Institute for 
Metropolitan Studies, 1994; Schimek, 1996a). In the classic literature on the transportation-
land use connection, residential density is one of the most frequently mentioned land use 
factors that interact with transportation investments and travel behaviors. 
 However, choosing residential densification as the indicator of the densification effects 
in this research also has its drawbacks. Residential densification is only one of the possible ways 
through which a neighborhood could benefit from urban rail transit. In some cases, a new rail 
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transit station may bring in more commercial or office development in a nearby 
neighborhood—a sign of rail transit causing land use benefits. However, higher commercial or 
retail or employment densities do not necessarily mean more people or more housing units in 
the neighborhood. If we only look at the residential density measures, we would 
overlook/underestimate the densification outcomes in that case. To mitigate this problem 
partially, this study will exclude the downtown area from the analysis, since downtown is 
expected to be the places where most commercial/retail/employment densification takes place. 
The technical details of how to exclude the downtown area will be discussed in the 
methodology section of Chapter 3. 
1.2 The working definition of “urban rail transit” 
 Urban rail transit, in this research, refers to two particular types of public transportation 
systems used for transporting passengers: heavy rail and light rail. The American Public 
Transportation Association (APTA, 1994) defines these two modes as follows: 
• Heavy rail: “An electric railway with the capacity for a ‘heavy volume’ of traffic and 
characterized by exclusive rights-of-way, multi-car trains, high speed and rapid 
acceleration, sophisticated signaling and high platform loading.” Subways, elevated 
railways, and metropolitan railways (Metro) are all forms of heavy rail. 
 
• Light rail: “An electric railway with a ‘light volume’ traffic capacity compared to 
heavy rail. Light rail may use shared or exclusive rights-of-way, high or low platform 
loading and multi-car trains or single cars.” Streetcars, trolleys, and trams are all 
forms of light rail. 
 By definition, what heavy rail and light rail have in common is that they both move 
passengers on trains that use rights-of-way tracks within metropolitan areas. They do not use 
existing intercity railroads as do commuter rail and suburban railway lines, which are excluded 
from this study because of the focus on the “urban” development of this study.  
 There are two major differences between heavy rail and light rail. First, heavy rail 
systems always have exclusive rights-of-way that are usually underground or elevated, while 
light rail is not necessarily grade-separated. As a result, the capital cost of implementing a 
heavy rail line will normally be much greater than that of a light rail line. However, the exclusive 
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rights-of-way routes allow heavy rail systems to have a higher travel speed than light rail ones. 
Typically, at-grade light rail systems travel at 10 to 20 miles per hour (mph) and grade-
separated light rail systems travel at 20 to 30 mph. By contrast, the typical average overall 
speeds of heavy rail systems in the United States range from 25 to 40 mph (Southeastern 
Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, 1998). Higher travel speeds mean higher accessibility 
to destinations. Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that constructing a new heavy rail line 
would have larger impacts on location advantage and land values of the nearby neighborhoods 
than constructing a new light rail line, everything else being equal.      
 Another distinction between the two modes is that heavy rail usually has a larger 
capacity and longer trains than light rail. Therefore, heavy rail systems usually can carry more 
passengers per train than light rail systems.  But the lesser weight and smaller scale of light rail 
also has its advantages. These attributes make it less costly than heavy rail in terms of operating 
and construction costs. Besides, a smaller scale means that it is possible for light rail lines to 
pass through city centers or other dense urban areas without necessarily going underground or 
elevated, allowing for more flexibility in route planning (De Bruijn & Veeneman, 2009). 
 It is worth noting that the boundary between heavy rail and light rail is blurring 
nowadays as more light rail systems are having larger capacities, more exclusive rights-of-way, 
and higher traveling speeds (McBrayer, 2003). Nevertheless, it is one of the research interests 
of this study to examine both types of systems and to study the potential of each to foster land 
use impacts. 
1.3 The resurgence of urban rail transit investments in the United States 
 The energy crises in the 1970s and the global awakening of the limits to growth lead to 
the widespread reception of a new term—sustainability. The notion of sustainability calls for a 
development pattern “that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs.” (World Commission on Environmental 
Development, 1987). By this definition, the energy-consuming auto-dependent urban form is 
not sustainable. As the vitality and merits of sustainable development becomes well-received, 
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urban planners and urban policy makers start to seek alternative transportation modes and 
land use patterns.  
 The notable relationship between urban form and energy use led many planners to 
associate compact urban forms with sustainability (Bramley & Power, 2009; Gordon & 
Richardson, 1997; M. Jenks & Burgess, 2000; Mike Jenks, Burton, & Williams, 1996). Although 
some scholars are still skeptical of the desirability of compact cities, curbing low-density urban 
development has become one of the primary goals of planning practices in many regions 
(Bramley & Power, 2009). Progressive growth management strategies such as “Smart Growth” 
laid out guidelines and principles to achieve that goal (Duany, Plater-Zyberk, & Speck, 2001). 
Focusing on compact development in areas with improved public transport supply, smart 
growth strategies aim to direct growth into existing urban areas and to improve the viability of 
public transportation (Handy, 2005). It envisions a reduction in the extension of low-density 
suburban subdivisions as the predominant pattern of urban development by promoting transit-
oriented development (TOD), urban infill, and downtown revitalization.  
 In practice, there is an emerging trend to shift the focus of transportation planning from 
the traditional mobility-oriented goal of providing fast transport to a holistic goal of managing a 
sustainable transportation system (Lee, 2010). Keeping the movement of goods and people as 
fast as possible is no longer the ultimate end. Rather, a transportation system with good access 
to various opportunities at destinations would be preferred (Levine, Grengs, Shen, & Shen, 
2012). Planners expect that proper transportation policies and investments could guide urban 
development in a sustainable way. Under this notion, transportation policies would allow or 
even encourage alternative travel modes other than the automobile. It is in such a context that 
urban rail transit regained its popularity and the investments in new rail systems in many U.S. 
cities (Lane, 2008). Figure 1 on the next page lays out all the urban rail systems by their opening 
date on a timeline. It takes little effort to notice the dramatic increase in rail transit investments 
after 1970. Throughout the entire 180-year history of urban rail transit development in the 
United States, the number of new systems constructed in the recent 40 years is more than 




Figure 1: Timeline of the urban rail transit investments in U.S.1 
Data source: American Public Transportation Association 2012 Fact Book, Appendix A, Table 3
                                                          
1 The date at which each city is labeled refers to the opening date of the first rail line in that city. Cities labeled underneath the time line refer to those with heavy rail 
systems. Cities labeled above the time line refer to those with light rail systems, including historic streetcars/ trams/ trolleys as well as modern light rail systems. 
Commuter rail and rural railroads are not shown in this chart. Whenever a city appears twice on the chart, that city includes both light rail and heavy rail systems and 
the initial opening date for each type is shown separately. Different lengths of callout lines are used in order to avoid overlapping labels on the chart. The height of 
these callout lines has no substantial meaning. 
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 From 1830 to 1910, before the massive production of affordable automobiles came into 
being, about a dozen American cities had some type of rail transit, such as subways, streetcars, 
trams, or trolleys. At that time, urban rail transit was actually the leading public transportation 
mode. For the following six decades until 1970, the heyday of automobile dominance, many old 
rail systems were abandoned and only four American cities built new urban rail transit lines. 
Starting from the 1970s, urban rail transit projects gradually regained popularity: three cities 
opened new urban rail lines in the 1970s; eight cities opened new urban rail lines in the 1980s; 
another eight cities opened new urban rail lines in the 1990s; and thirteen new rail lines 
opened between 2000 and 2009. The combined capital costs on these urban rail investments, 
between 1970 and 2010, exceeded $100 billion (American Public Transportation Association, 
2012), and it is expected that more cities will construct new urban rail lines in the next few 
decades (Miller, 2011).  
1.4 The debate on the costs and benefits of urban rail transit 
 The recent resurgence of urban rail transit investments in many American cities has 
drawn the attention of scholarly investigations as well as public concerns. At the center of the 
discussions is a debate on the cost efficiency of urban rail transit projects (Atkinson-Palombo, 
2010; Bhatta & Drennan, 2003; Cervero, 1994b; Lewis-Workman & Brod, 1997; Litman, 2004, 
2012; Marshall, 2013; P. Nelson, Baglino, Harrington, Safirova, & Lipman, 2007; Skolnik & 
Schreiner, 1998; Stokes, MacDonald, & Ridgeway, 2008). Given the large amounts of public 
dollars spent on these projects, do the benefits justify the costs? There are two sub-questions 
implied in this question. 1) What are the potential benefits of urban rail transit systems? 2) Are 
urban rail transit investments more cost-effective compared to the alternative public transit 
mode—buses?  
1) A synthesis of the potential benefits of urban rail transit 
 Previous studies have summarized the potential benefits of having an urban rail transit 
system into three sets (Litman, 2012): environmental benefits, economic benefits and social 




Figure 2: The potential benefits of urban rail transit investments 
  The potential environmental benefits of an urban rail transit system include reduced car 
travel, reduced green-house gas emissions, reduced air pollution, and reduced fuel 
consumption (Shapiro, Hassett, & Arnold, 2002). These benefits are solely dependent on the 
expectation that introducing an alternative travel mode will reduce the amount of travel by 
automobile. Chapter 2 provides a review of the empirical evidence on this point.  
 The economic benefits that an urban rail transit system may bring include increased 
land values, increased business opportunities in the station area, and increased tax revenues 
from the expected increase in property and business taxes (Bhatta & Drennan, 2003). These 
benefits come from the increased location advantage due to the increased accessibility of the 
station area. Whether these economic benefits can be realized depend on whether the desired 
development can happen in the station area. In other words, only the “highest and best use” 
(Alonso, 1964) of the land will yield the highest land rent and the highest taxes.  
 Lastly, introducing a new urban rail transit line may cause some indirect social 
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urban rail transit has the potential to provide more access to opportunities than is possible by 
bus alone. This will increase their accessibility not only to necessary services but may also 
increase their employment opportunities (Bollinger & Ihlanfeldt, 1997; Cervero, Sandoval, & 
Landis, 2002; Douglas, 2010; M. Garrett & Taylor, 1999; Lewis-Workman & Brod, 1997; Ong & 
Houston, 2002; Sanchez, Shen, & Peng, 2004; Winston & Maheshri, 2007). Urban rail transit 
may also transform the physical characteristics of the neighborhoods: a rail station can become 
a local focal point that attracts people and businesses (Douglas, 2010). If well-designed compact 
developments happen, the station area could become a dynamic place with improved diversity, 
walkability, inter-personal interactions, and a stronger sense of community (Besser & 
Dannenberg, 2005; Brown & Werner, 2007; Lachapelle & Noland, 2012; MacDonald, Stokes, 
Cohen, Kofner, & Ridgeway, 2010; Stokes, et al., 2008). In the long run, the improved 
walkability of the station area could promote a healthier life style among the local residents 
with more physical activities (Besser & Dannenberg, 2005; Brown & Werner, 2007; Lachapelle & 
Noland, 2012; MacDonald, et al., 2010; Stokes, et al., 2008). 
2) Making impacts on land use change: the key advantage of rail compared to bus 
 Not all the benefits mentioned above are unique to rail transit only. Another widely 
used mode of public transportation, bus transit, can also achieve some of the environmental 
benefits of a rail transit system. As long as buses serve riders who would otherwise travel by 
automobile, these buses are contributing to the reduction of car travel, as well as the 
accompanied gas consumption, green-house gas emissions, and air pollution. If we use the 
number of passenger miles by transit as an approximate indicator of the environmental 
benefits associated with public transit systems, we can easily compare the cost-effectiveness of 
rail versus bus (with regard to environmental benefits only). As Table 1 shows, the average cost 
per passenger mile is almost the same for bus and rail transit. In other words, there is no clear 




Table 1: Comparison of transit cost by mode in the U.S., Year 2010 
Measures Bus Urban Rail 
Passenger miles, millions   21,013.0    18,580.0  
Capital cost, million dollars     4,513.4      8,920.6  
Operating cost, million dollars   18,831.4    11,556.9  
Total cost, million dollars   23,344.8    20,477.5  
Average cost per passenger mile, dollars           1.11            1.10  
Data source: 2012 APTA Fact Book, Table 22, Table 23 
 However, it is very rare to observe substantial economic and/or social benefits of a bus 
system. In most cases, rail transit has an overwhelming advantage over bus transit in terms of 
affecting the density and development pattern of the neighborhood in proximity. The key 
distinction between the two public transit modes, rail and bus, is the attachment to a fixed 
location. Compared to bus, urban rail transit systems are more likely to stimulate development 
effects in the neighborhood, because they represent substantial investments in fixed locations 
(Black & Lane, 2012). With fixed tracks and well-established station structures, it is not easy to 
change the route of rail transit systems. Therefore, both residents and developers can be 
confident that rail transit service will remain in place for a long period of time. Fixed rail transit 
facilities provide the residents in the station area a promising expectation that they will have 
good transportation access as long as the station is there. Meanwhile, the long-term existence 
of the transit facility serves as an incentive for developers to invest in the land in the vicinity. By 
contrast, bus investment is usually not tied to certain locations, and bus stops and routes are 
subject to change, thus leaving much less incentive for developers to invest in land 
development along bus routes. 
 Given that the share of transit commuters has been continuously decreasing in most 
American cities (Baum-Snow & Kahn, 2005), the expected environmental benefits of public 
transit systems from diverting drivers off the road appear to be less prominent. Under this 
condition, the potential economic benefits and social benefits of urban rail transit systems 
seem more important than ever. In many other ways, bus could have a clear advantage over rail. 
It is the development effects expected from urban rail projects that make rail distinctive from 
bus. Therefore, gaining a better understanding of the impacts of urban rail transit on land-use 
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development will offer new insights in the debate on the costs and benefits of urban rail transit 
investments. 
1.5 Exploring urban rail transit projects’ effects on density change 
  Although there is a rich and well developed literature on how land use patterns may 
affect the use of public transit (and rail transit in particular), evidence on the reverse link—how 
the investments on rail transit may affect land use and development is much less developed 
(Huang, 1996). For the last several decades, scholars attempted to test the development effects 
of transit facilities in many American cities with modern rail transit facilities. Their investigation 
on the development effects of urban rail projects covered many specific dimensions: density, 
diversity, design, to name a few, but ended up with mixed results (Atkinson-Palombo, 2010; 
Badoe & Miller, 2000; Black & Lane, 2012; Bollinger & Ihlanfeldt, 1997; Cervero, 1994a, 2004; 
Cervero & Landis, 1997; Dueker & Bianco, 1999; T. Garrett, 2004; Gatzlaff & Smith, 1993; Green 
& James, 1993; Hess & Lombardi, 2004; Huang, 1996; Knaap, Ding, & Hopkins, 2001; Lewis-
Workman & Brod, 1997; Loukaitou-Sideris, 2010; Mackett & Edwards, 1998; Marshall, 2013; 
Sutherland, 2010; Weinstein & Clower, 2002).  
 These previous studies that focus on individual cities usually provide estimates on only 
one or two dimensions of the development effects of a single urban rail system, and they 
typically offer few insights into the mechanisms of such effects. Why do we observe 
development effects in some cases but not the others? Why do some rail lines generate larger 
effects than others? This dissertation aims to address questions like these by exploring not only 
the existence and magnitude of the development effects of urban rail transit systems, but also 
the mechanisms that influence such changes. To do so, it studies one specific dimension of the 
development effects: the change in densities.  
 In the planning field, density may be broadly defined as the number of units of interest 
per area, where such units could be residents, buildings, roads, or jobs. This research focuses 
on two types of density: population density (defined as persons per square miles) and housing 
density (defined as housing units per square miles). The investigations in this research are two-
fold: 1) to estimate the effects of new urban rail lines on the changes in population and housing 
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densities in nearby neighborhoods in each individual metropolitan area; 2) to explore the 
influences of exogenous factors on the population and housing densification impacts that a rail 
line can bring. To provide the most recent evidence on the densification effects of urban rail 
transit, this study chooses four metropolitan regions that built or expanded urban rail transit 
systems in the 1990s—Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles, and Washington, D.C. The different urban 
settings in these four regions offer several dimensions of variation that may illuminate the 
significance of project context on the densification effect of urban rail transit.  
Summary of main argument and organization of dissertation 
 The global attention to sustainable development led to the resurgence of urban rail 
transit investments in the United States since the 1970s. The large amount of public dollars 
spent on the new urban rail lines stimulates hot debates on the costs and benefits of those 
projects. Quite often, investments on rail transit are evaluated against investments on bus 
transit in terms of their returns to investments. Scholars have revealed the potential benefits of 
urban rail transit systems from three perspectives: environmental benefits, economic benefits, 
and social benefits. Out of many aspects of the benefits that urban rail transit systems may 
bring, the land use effect is the key advantage of rail transit, compared to bus transit. However, 
previous attempts to evaluate the land use effects of various urban rail transit systems have 
yielded mixed results, which suggest that the presence of such land use effects are conditional 
on other exogenous factors. This research takes the challenge to explore what those exogenous 
factors are and to reveal the mechanisms of how these factors interfere with the land use 
impacts of urban rail transit. In particular, it focuses on the density dimension of land use forms 
and studies the population and housing density changes in the neighborhoods served by several 
new rail lines opened in four U.S. metropolitan areas in the 1990s. 
 The structure of this dissertation is organized as follows. Following the introduction 
chapter, Chapter 2 reviews the literature on the transportation and land use connection debate, 
with a focus on the development impacts of urban rail transit projects. Based on the literature 
review, Chapter 3 presents a conceptual framework that explains the mechanisms of the 
densification effects of urban rail transit systems and raises the research questions and 
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hypotheses, raises the specific research questions and explains the methodology of the 
research. Next, Chapters 4 briefly describes the urban rail transit development history and the 
land use conditions in the four case regions.  Chapter 5 discusses the findings from spatial 
analysis on the pattern of the density change in the four case regions. Chapter 6 reports the 
results from the regression analysis of estimating the densification effects and evaluating the 
influences of the neighborhood factors on densification effects. Based on the results from 
Chapter 6, Chapter 7 attempts to define and examine the station typology and experiments 
with how to use station typology information to predict densification outcomes. Finally, 
Chapter 8 concludes the whole study and makes a statement on its policy implications.  
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Chapter 2: Literature review: rail transit, project context, and density change 
 This chapter reviews two main bodies of literature upon which this dissertation research 
is built. The first body of literature discusses the impacts of density on transit use, which is 
related to why densification effects are worth discussing. The second body of literature 
explores the reverse causal link—the development effects of urban rail transit systems. In 
particular, the review focuses on summarizing the exogenous factors that are found to have 
influences on the development effects. The mixed findings of those studies show the necessity 
of carrying out this research; the methods used in those studies are inspiring to the research 
design of this study. Because of the focus of this research is on the investments on modern 
urban rail transit systems in the United States, the studies reviewed here are focused on North 
American cities. 
2.1 The impacts of density on urban rail transit systems 
 In her seminal book “The Death and Life of Great American Cities”, Jane Jacobs (1961) 
pointed out that sufficient population density was one of the four indispensable conditions to 
generate exuberant diversity in a city. During a few decades of discussion on compact cities that 
followed, however, the claimed impacts of a dense urban form have gone far beyond creating 
diversity. Since the mid-20th century, a large number of researchers studied how dense urban 
forms may affect transportation outcomes. Among all those studies, two groups shed light on 
the influences of density on transit use: 1) studies on how density affects the travel behaviors 
of residents—dense urban forms may reduce car travel and promote transit use; 2) studies on 
how density affects the feasibility of transit systems—dense urban forms may promote high 
transit ridership. The major findings from these studies are summarized in this section. 
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1) Evidence on higher density and reduced car travel 
 The rationale behind many pro-density planning recommendations is an assumed 
relationship between higher density and less car travel and energy consumption. In one of the 
early and seminal works on this topic, Newman and Kenworthy (1989), based on a study of a 
global sample of 32 cities, concluded that high-density cities consume less energy. They also 
contributed less energy consumption in dense cities to less auto dependence. Although the 
causality of such relationship is debatable, the strong correlation between low density and high 
energy consumption receives wide support. For example, a later study by Dunphy and Fisher 
(1996) also found a general tendency for less car driving in higher-density metropolitan regions. 
Although their analysis was drawn based on simple one-way cross-tabulations and plots, the 
result suggested a negative correlation between density and motorized travel on the 
metropolitan level, regardless of all other interferences. Many other researchers conducted 
similar studies and found that the reduction in gas consumption in dense metropolitan areas 
was presumably due to the reduction in car travel in dense urban settings (Badoe & Miller, 
2000; Cervero, 1994b; Cervero & Kockelman, 1997; Dueker & Bianco, 1999; Dunphy & Fisher, 
1996; Ewing, 1995; Handy, Cao, & Mokhtarian, 2005; Schimek, 1996a; Smith, 1984).  
 As the most recent evidence on this topic, a recent study on the 50 largest metropolitan 
areas in the United states by Levine et al. (2012) showed that a negative correlation between 




Figure 3: Daily vehicle miles traveled and urban density of the 50 largest urbanized areas in U.S., 2008 
(Reprint of Figure 8 in Levine et al. 2012) 
  
 These few studies mentioned above focused on metropolitan/city level only. Similar 
evidence was also found in many other studies which focused on the neighborhood level. Using 
the 1990 Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey, Schimek (1996a) found a negative 
correlation between neighborhood density and the amount of car travel of residents. The 
estimated impact was marginal, though: doubling the population density of a zip code area only 
led to about seven percent reduction in households’ vehicle miles traveled.  Cervero and 
Kockelman (1997) used the data from 1990 travel diary survey in Bay Area and studied how the 
three dimensions of land use—density, diversity, and design—affected the travel behaviors of 
residents. Their findings suggested that neighborhood density, among other factors, did reduce 
trip rates and encourage the use of non-auto travel modes. Some other studies found regional 
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accessibility and proximity to jobs and other attractions would reduce vehicle miles traveled 
(VMT) per person (Ewing, 1995; Ewing & Cervero, 2001; Kockelman, 1997). By their definition, 
measures of regional accessibility, as the weighted sum of opportunities at destination, have 
already accounted for the density element. In fact, as recent studies revealed, high density is 
the key to high accessibility (Grengs, Levine, Shen, & Shen, 2010; Levine, et al., 2012). Therefore, 
it is very possible that density works through accessibility to affect the amount of car travel.  
 Though most of these studies reviewed above only yielded correlation inferences, a few 
recent studies began to find evidence on the causality of density of reduced car use as well. 
Handy et al. (2005) designed a quasi-longitudinal study to investigate the relationship between 
the change in neighborhood characteristics and that in travel behaviors in Northern California. 
Their results did support a causal relationship between density and less car travel: an increase 
in density of groceries, pharmacies, and theaters around the neighborhood contributed to 
some decrease in driving. Another recent study in Germany also confirmed the causality of 
density on reduced car use by introducing instrumental variables in their model (Vance & Hedel, 
2007). Their study showed that both commercial density and street density would place a 
negative impact on car use and distance traveled by car.  
2) The relationship between reduced car travel and increased transit use 
 The literature on the relationship between density and reduced car travel, as reviewed 
above, is closely connected to an essential topic related to this dissertation research: the 
correlation between density and transit use. Reduced car travel does not necessarily lead to 
increased transit use in all cases, but the following text will explain how and why reduced car 
travel can bring increased transit use.  
 We may use an economic model to explain the mechanisms of reduced car travel 
associated with higher density. There are three possible explanations to the positive influence 
density has on abating the amount of car travel, which is illustrated by the dynamics of the 












Figure 4: The economic mechanism of reduced car travel associated with higher density 
 Assume that the original quantity (QA) of car travel in an area is determined by the price 
of travel and the demand curve. An increase in density would affect the quantity of car travel in 
three ways.  
 First, as the density of urban development increases, the cost of car travel per mile 
becomes higher due to higher possibility of congestion and less availability of cheap parking 
(Schimek, 1996a). Therefore, people tend to drive less to offset that increased per-mile cost, so 
the quantity of car travel now decreases to QB. But the demand curve does not change its 
position. 
 Second, as the density of urban development increases, more destinations (jobs, 
grocery stores, restaurants, etc.) are available in the area, namely, the accessibility becomes 
higher (Levine, et al., 2012). As a result, people have less demand in car travel as they can reach 
their destinations with less travel. In this case, the demand curve shifts downwards and the 
quantity of car travel now decreases from QB to Qc.  
 Lastly, as the density of urban development increases, it becomes more feasible to 












allowing for a good alternative mode to car travel. As some motorized trips are made by transit 
instead, the demand curve of car travel shifts downwards again, and the amount of car travel is 
further reduced from QC to QD. It is this last part of change in car travel that is directly related to 
increased transit use. 
3) Evidence on higher density and increased transit use 
 Besides the fact that density may cause driving to be more costly and encourage people 
to shift to other alternative modes, density also has a direct impact on rail transit use. In theory, 
rail transit projects need sufficient density to attract or increase ridership. The 2009 data 
collected from the 50 largest metropolitan areas in the U.S. showed a positive correlation 
between metropolitan population density and the share of passenger miles traveled by transit 
(Texas Transportation Institute, 2010). In practice, higher levels of transit service are usually 
provided in higher-density areas. This is attributable to the economy of scale from the 
concentration of residences in dense neighborhoods (Schimek, 1996a).  
 Scholars have found ample empirical evidence that showed rail transit projects would 
be more likely to have high ridership in densely populated and centralized cities (Baum-Snow & 
Kahn, 2005). An early but still widely cited book by Pushkarev and Zupan (1977) 
comprehensively investigated the relationship between density and transit use. They not only 
found positive correlation between urban density and the share of transit travel, but also 
developed several theoretical tools that would help predict transit use—residential density was 
one of the determinants. A later study of six U.S. metropolitan areas by Smith (1984) also 
confirmed the significant influence of residential density on transit use. Using time-series data, 
Schimek (1996b) compared the trend of transit patronage in Toronto to that in Boston and 
found that higher residential density was one of the reasons why Toronto’s transit system 
attracted more riders over time. The importance of employment density was less studied than 
that of residential density, but scholars did find some supporting evidence that higher 
employment density promoted the use of alternative modes, including transit (Cervero, 1989). 
The magnitude of the impacts of density on transit use also varies from one place to another. 
As a recent summary of the related literature, Ewing and Cervero (2010) examined ten studies 
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since 2001 and calculated that the average elasticity of transit use to residential density is 0.07. 
In other words, doubling residential density would be expected to lead to a 7% increase in 
transit use. 
 The mechanism of density’s influence on transit use seems straightforward. On one 
hand, higher residential density around station-area neighborhoods brings more potential 
transit patronage. Without enough density and concentration of population, fixed rail transit 
can hardly receive a considerable amount of riders within a reasonable spatial range. On the 
other hand, higher employment density near transit stations means more commute 
destinations in proximity to transit, which may likely attract more commuters to use transit 
(Cervero, 1994b). Besides, the analysis on the mechanisms of how density can constrain car use 
(Figure 4) suggests that more people would switch from car to transit in dense areas where 
driving and parking costs are both high.  
 Compared to the widely accepted argument on the impacts of density on promoting 
ridership, maybe a more debatable topic is: what is the density threshold that could sustain a 
viable transit system? Transit agencies typically use planning criteria that recommend a 
minimum of seven dwelling units per acre to support basic bus service (Dittmar & Ohland, 
2004). Densities lower than seven dwellings per acre produce little use of public transportation; 
densities in the range between seven to thirty dwellings per acre would yield dramatic increase 
in transit use as well as a sharp reduction in car travel (Pushkarev & Zupan, 1977). Another 
study found that a substantial increase in transit use occurs at a minimum of ten dwelling units 
per acre (Institute for Metropolitan Studies, 1994). Unfortunately, these density criteria are 
applicable to public transit in general, including both bus and rail. Rail transit typically requires 
higher densities than bus transit to produce enough ridership to offset the higher costs of rail 
over bus. 
2.2 The development effects of rail transit investments  
 Compared to the prolific literature on estimating the impact of density on transit use, 
fewer studies looked into the reverse link—the impact of transit projects on density. Since the 
last few decades in the 20th century, planners have expressed increased interests in directing 
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growth around rail transit stations, with the hope that it can curb the metropolitan areas from 
being more auto-dependent and decentralized (Huang, 1996). However, development does not 
automatically follow the construction of rail transit facilities, and the land use effects of rail 
transit are not as straightforward as one may expect. This section first reviews the theories 
behind the land use impacts of rail transit projects and then continues on summarizing the 
findings from previous studies that offered either direct or indirect evidence on the effects of 
rail transit on density change. It pays special attention to the two issues in the empirical studies: 
the exogenous factors that affect the land use effects and the methodology used to evaluate 
the land use effects.  
1) Theories behind the land use impacts from rail transit 
 Location theory (Alonso, 1964) provides the basis for expecting that transit investments 
may cause land use changes and development effects. In the original formulation of the 
location theory, a city is assumed to be a mono-centric place where all employment is located 
in the center. Under this assumption, land rents tend to be higher at locations closer to city 
center, because people are willing to pay more for land in exchange for savings on 
transportation. As landowners always seek “the highest and best use” of their land to offset the 
high land prices, the land at more central locations would be built more densely so that the 
land cost per unit can be lower. Consequently, the development at the center will be of the 
highest density and the density gradually declines as the distance from city center increases. 
 Although the spatial forms of some modern metropolitan areas have deviated from the 
mono-centric pattern, the principles of the location theory still apply, in a broader sense—land 
rents tend to be higher where accessibility to employment and other destinations is better, 
regardless of whether the employment are centralized or not. Therefore, an improvement on 
the accessibility of a location should result in an increase in the value of the land and an 
increase in the density.  
 If we assume that opening a new urban rail transit station at a certain location increases 
the accessibility of this location, having a new rail station will increase the relative location 
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advantage of the surrounding neighborhoods compared to before, and the increased location 
advantage will lead to increased desirability and values of the land. As a result, residents and 
activities should shift towards the station area, making it denser than before. However, some 
scholars questioned the accessibility benefits of rail transit by arguing that “modern urban 
transit systems rarely, if ever, provide a major effective increase in accessibility, because the 
areas served tend to be already more accessible by auto.” (Knight & Trygg, 1977) Their 
argument has some merits in that accessibility by auto is usually higher than accessibility by 
transit due to higher travel speeds. Therefore, having a new rail transit system probably will not 
increase the accessibility of the station-area neighborhoods in general. Still, it is very likely that 
having a new rail transit station increases the accessibility by transit of the nearby 
neighborhoods. In other words, for people who travel by transit, a neighborhood with a new 
rail transit station definitely has an increased location value than before, and the neighborhood 
will grow denser when these people move into the area. 
 To sum up, the classic location theory provides a basis for our hypothesis that a new rail 
transit project may cause land use changes in the surrounding neighborhoods by activating a 
chain of effects—improving the location advantage, increasing the land value, and as a result, 
increasing the density. However, whether these effects will take place in reality is subject to 
examination. In the following, we will review the empirical studies that attempt to test whether 
actual modern rail transit projects in North American cities have caused land value increase and 
density increase or not. 
2) Empirical evidence on the land use impacts of rail transit 
 Both land value increase and density increase are part of the expected land use impacts 
that rail transit projects make on the surrounding neighborhoods. Although this research will 
only focus on the density change caused by rail transit, it is also worthwhile to review the 
studies on the impacts of rail transit on land values, since they provide indirect evidence on the 
potential densification effect of rail transit. In one way, higher land values near transit stations 
suggest a potential demand for higher-density development to offset the land cost per unit, 
which means that an increase in density is likely to follow. In another way, increased property 
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values are likely to be consequences of increased housing demand by increased population in 
the area. Either way, findings on rail transit’s impact on property values could be considered as 
evidence of potential densification effect. 
 Urban rail transit systems may influence the property values in nearby neighborhoods 
by making two effects. On the positive side, being close to an urban rail transit stations can 
increase land values due to better accessibility and higher location advantage (Alonso, 1964)—
the accessibility effect. On the negative side, being close to a rail line may decrease property 
values due to unpleasant noise and vibration (Hess & Almeida, 2007)—the nuisance effect. A 
majority of the empirical evidence showed that the accessibility effect would offset or even 
outweigh the nuisance effect, thus yielding positive net effect on the values of the properties 
located close to rail stations (Armstrong & Rodriguez, 2006; Bowes & Ihlanfeldt, 2001; Gatzlaff 
& Smith, 1993; Hess & Almeida, 2007; Landis, Cervero, & Guhathukurta, 1995; Lewis-Workman 
& Brod, 1997; Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2001; Weinstein & Clower, 2002). However, for properties 
near transit corridors but not close to any station, the nuisance effect became dominant, 
generating negative effect on their values (Armstrong, 1994; Armstrong & Rodriguez, 2006; 
Landis, et al., 1995).  
 Compared to the mostly confirmative evidence on the effects of urban rail transit on 
increasing property values, the direct evidence on the impact of rail transit systems on density 
change is less prominent. In the past few decades, a number of evaluation studies of modern 
urban rail transit systems used pre-post test methods to investigate the density change caused 
by rail projects in North American cities (Bollinger & Ihlanfeldt, 1997; Cervero, 1994a; Douglas, 
2010; Dueker & Bianco, 1999; T. Garrett, 2004; Green & James, 1993; Hess & Almeida, 2007; 
Knight & Trygg, 1977; Landis, et al., 1995; Lewis-Workman & Brod, 1997; Litman, 2012; P. 
Nelson, et al., 2007; Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2001; Schimek, 1996b; Weinstein & Clower, 2002). 
Despite that almost every major urban rail transit system has been studied, findings from those 
studies are mixed and inconsistent. The presence, magnitude, and range of the impact all seem 
to vary from one case to another, even from one station area to another within the same city. 
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 Some studies confirmed that urban rail transit systems increased density around 
stations or corridors in some cities, such as Boston, Montreal, Philadelphia, Toronto, and 
Washington, D.C. For example, Knight and Trygg (1977) surveyed the land use impacts of a few 
rail transit systems and found increased urban development induced around the transit 
corridor in Toronto and in Downtown Montreal. In the same study, it is found that the 
Lindenwold high-speed line in Philadelphia stimulated development of new suburban offices 
and apartment development nearby. However, this was later challenged as not convincing 
because the growth rate of new development in other parts of Philadelphia was equal or even 
greater during the same period (Badoe & Miller, 2000). Green and James (1993) thoroughly 
investigated the land use impacts of the rapid transit system (METRO) in Washington, D.C. 
between 1972 to 1980. They found that areas near METRO lines and stations experienced 
higher rates of employment growth than other parts of the region, especially for the 
employment in the service sector. Boston also experienced dramatic growth around its stations 
on Red Line, where more than one million square feet of office space was constructed from 
1978 to 1986. Some scholars questioned the role of transit in this case and argued that such 
development would happen anyway because of the zoning change in the area (Huang, 1996). 
Yet it is very likely that the zoning change would not happen if there were not new rail transit 
lines constructed. To this end, it is the rail transit project that indirectly increased development 
density through promoting zoning changes in the area.  
 Some other cities such as Atlanta, Chicago, and Cleveland experienced little or even 
negative change in the neighborhood density around rail transit stations. According to the 
research by Knight and Trygg (1977), improvements to the rail transit system in Chicago did not 
generate any development impact. They argued that the high land costs and an already well-
developed downtown district might explain such a phenomenon. In another case, Allen (1986) 
studied Cleveland’s rapid transit line and found it not effective at all in attracting development. 
He attributed the absence of induced development principally to its design: the line passed 
through low-density industrial areas and was built entirely on a railroad right-of-way, where 
steep embankments isolated the line from adjacent land. Similar evidence was found in a study 
on Atlanta’s MARTA (Bollinger & Ihlanfeldt, 1997), which showed that the density of population 
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and employment in station areas were not affected much by the transit system, but the 
composition of employment shifted more towards the public sector in areas with high levels of 
commercial activity. Another study on MARTA reported that the population decreased by more 
than 11 percent within one-half mile from MARTA stations, although the employment 
increased by 13 percent within the same range (A. C. Nelson, Sanchez, Ross, & Meyer, 1997). 
 Even in the same transit system in the same city, researchers have found that extensive 
development may occur near some stations but not others. For instance, a research report on 
the performance of the Washington Metro showed that most new office development around 
transit stations were concentrated near seven of the eighty-one stations, while seventeen other 
stations experienced no such development at all (Metropolitan Washington Council of 
Governments, 1991). The report did not address why developers picked certain station sites or 
how the Metro played a role in their development decisions. Therefore, the observed dramatic 
variation in new development around Metro stations was still a myth. Another study on the Bay 
Area Rapid Transit (Cervero & Landis, 1997) also observed large variation among different 
stations. By looking into the land use change in twenty years following the BART service started, 
they found that new development was limited to Downtown San Francisco and Oakland, as well 
as a few suburban stations. They argued that the reason why other stations experienced very 
few land use changes was the neighborhood opposition or a weak real estate market. 
 To sum up, the empirical evidence on the land use impacts of urban rail transit in North 
American cities is mixed. In most cases, the accessibility effect brought by a new rail station can 
offset or even outweigh the nuisance effect. Therefore, a majority of the studies confirmed that 
having a new urban rail transit station did increase the property values in surrounding 
neighborhoods. However, whether such impacts on land values are accompanied by increases 
in development densities is not clear. Different studies on different rail transit systems in 
different cities yield dramatically different results. Even the same system in the same city can 
cause different density effects in different neighborhoods. Considering the complication of the 
urban development process, in which many factors and stakeholders would intervene, it is not 
surprising to see such mixed and conflicting findings on the densification effect of transit. Yet 
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what are the factors that actually interfere with the densification effects of urban rail transit, 
then? The following review is a brief on the previous studies regarding this topic. Although most 
of them are speculative hypotheses without systematic analysis, these ideas are inspiring to this 
research. 
3) The factors that affect the land use impacts of rail transit 
 Different scholars attempt to explain the variation in the land use effects of urban rail 
transit from different perspectives. All the arguments can be grouped into two categories: 
making hypotheses on the external factors, i.e., the barriers to neighborhood density increase 
following an urban rail transit development; and 2) testing the internal factors, i.e. the transit-
related features that can influence the magnitude of land use impacts caused by rail transit.  
 The external factors include travel behavior, real estate market conditions, land use 
policies, and neighborhood conditions. First, some scholars argue that the location advantage 
brought by rail transit is very minimal, because driving has been the dominant travel mode in 
almost all contemporary cities in the United States. In this context, the role of rail transit was 
very marginal to the transportation system, thus the impacts of modern urban rail projects on 
accessibility improvement were very limited (Cervero & Kockelman, 1997; Giuliano, 1995). As a 
result, we will not observe significant increase in neighborhood value or density. Second, 
whether new development could happen largely depends on the condition of the real estate 
market. If the market is too weak, a new rail station built around that time will not make much 
development effects (Landis, et al., 1995). Thirdly, land use regulations can become one of the 
barriers that prevent densification.  For example, higher density will not happen in the areas 
zoned to be low-density. Similarly, in areas where land ownership and development regulations 
are complicated, assembling land could be a difficult and costly task. In that case, it is also not 
easy to see densification happen (Cervero, 2004; Luscher, 1995). Lastly, neighborhoods around 
rail stations are the soil of the seed for densification.  The conditions of the soil determine 
whether the seed can thrive. Many aspects of neighborhood conditions may affect the land use 
impacts of urban rail transit, including income level, demographic features, and the residents’ 
attitude towards density.  
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 Perhaps the most frequently mentioned aspect in previous studies is the income level of 
the station-area neighborhood. For example, Hess and Almeida (2007) conducted a study in 
Buffalo, New York and found that rail transit stations increased the values of nearby properties 
in high-income areas but decreased property values in low-income areas. However, such 
findings are just opposite to what Nelson (1992) found in Atlanta, where elevated rail transit 
stations increased home values in lower-income neighborhoods but decreased home values in 
higher-income neighborhoods. Findings on Miami Metro Rail by Gatzlaff and Smith (1993) 
suggested a third scenario—among all the neighborhood near rail transit stations, property 
values in high-income neighborhoods increased moderately while those in low-income 
neighborhoods were unaffected. Evidence from Los Angeles (Loukaitou-Sideris, 2010) finds a 
middle path—the development effects would not be realized in neighborhoods that are very 
wealthy or very poor. Rather, the neighborhoods with the moderate-to-middle income level 
enjoy the densification effects from urban rail transit the most. Again, all these different 
findings show that the land use effects of urban rail transit is highly sensitive to contexts. 
Residents’ attitude against density is another important aspect of neighborhood conditions that 
may hinder the rail transit from causing density increase in the surrounding neighborhoods. As 
is documented in several research(Kent, 1997; Parsons Brinckerhoff & Quade and Douglas, 
1996), in places where a neighborhood’s opposition to densification was strong, it would be 
very unlikely to observe development effects of urban rail transit projects. 
 The internal factors are mainly regarding the types of the transit systems and the types 
of the stations. Due to higher speeds and better access, rapid heavy rail systems tend to have a 
greater land use impact on nearby neighborhoods than light rail (Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2001). 
As introduced in the first chapter, the different characteristics of the two types of urban rail 
transit determine that heavy rail has a larger passenger capacity and travels faster than light rail 
does. In that sense, heavy rail investments could increase the accessibility and the location 
advantage of a station area by a greater magnitude than light rail does, thus causing a larger 
densification impact than light rail could. However, that is not always the case in practice. A 
comparative study on two urban rail transit systems in California—the San Francisco BART 
heavy rail and the San Diego Trolley light rail shows that they both impose similar strong 
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impacts on land value increases due to “equally high quality of service” (Landis, et al., 1995) As 
for the influence on the station types on the land use effects of urban rail transit, the only 
systematic study was conducted on the Atlanta rail system MARTA (Bollinger & Ihlanfeldt, 
1997). In that study, the authors categorized all the stations into five types: high-density urban 
node, mixed-use regional node, commuter station, commuter center, and neighborhood station. 
Their findings showed that densification effects only took place in the second type— stations 
that are mixed-use regional node. Maybe one explanation is that these areas had already 
experienced some progressive planning/development before the rail transit was introduced 
and were more prone to densification. 
 To sum up, previous studies proposed several possible factors that may influence the 
land use impacts of rail transit projects. External factors include the general trend in travel 
behaviors, real estate market conditions, land use policies and neighborhood conditions. 
Internal factors include transit types and station types. Unfortunately, most of the scholars who 
proposed these factors only did qualitative studies or make simple speculative statements, 
without conducting systematic analysis or empirical testing. For a few studies that did test 
certain factors using empirical data, the findings were, again, inconsistent from one city to 
another. Despite the inconsistency in these findings, they all remind us of the importance of the 
contextual factors of rail transit projects when evaluating the impact of transit. 
4) The geographic extent of the impacts of urban rail transit 
 In the studies that evaluated the development impacts of urban rail transit systems, a 
key decision to make is the definition of the “impact range”. An impact range is a geographic 
extent to which the effects of an urban rail transit facility take place. Beyond the impact range, 
the effects are negligible. Unfortunately, there is no one solid theory that guides the scholars to 
make such a decision. Therefore, there is no consistent cut-off distance used in all the studies 
reviewed above that evaluated the impacts of urban rail transit systems. Selected distance rings 
varied from within 1000 feet from the station to about 3 miles from the station. For example, 
Anas (1979) simulated the effects of the Midway Line in Chicago on the housing market and 
found that the effects on housing rent became negligible beyond 1.5 miles from the stations. 
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Lewis-Workman and Brod (1997) found that property values increased within a one-half to one 
mile buffer zone from the rail stations in Portland, Oregon.  Findings on the Metro Link of St 
Louis by Garrett (2004) also showed that the value-added benefits on properties disappeared at 
around one-mile distance from stations. However, Bowes and Ihlanfeldt (2001) examined the 
MARTA system in Atlanta and found that its positive influence on property values reached as 
far as three miles from the stations. All these findings suggested possible spatial boundaries of 
the impacts from rail transit, which will help with the identification of treatment and control 
groups in the research design of this study. The table below summarizes the impact ranges used 
in the previous studies that provide direct or indirect evidence on the densification effects of 
urban rail transit projects in North American cities. 
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Table 2: A review of the impact ranges used in evaluating the impacts of urban rail transit 
City (Rail system) Study Impact range (distance 
from station) 
Findings 
Atlanta, GA (MARTA) (Bollinger & Ihlanfeldt, 1997) within 1/4 mile No effect found on employment or population densification 
Buffalo, NY (Metro Rail) (Hess & Almeida, 2007) within 1/4 mile Home price has a premium of $1300–3000. 
Cleveland, OH (Knight & Trygg, 1977) within about 1/4 mile to 
1/3 mile 
Very little evidence of transit-related development found. 
Dallas, TX (DART) (Clower & Weinstein, 2002) within 1/4 mile Property value increased 32% near DART stations compared 
with 20 % in control group areas.  
Los Angeles, CA (Blue and Gold 
Lines) 
(Loukaitou-Sideris, 2010) within 1/4 mile and 1/2 
mile 
The Blue Lines did not stimulate much new development while 
the Gold Line did. 
Philadelphia, PA  (Gannon & Dear, 1975) within about 1/6 mile Not much new development occurred due to rail transit. 
Portland, OR (Eastside MAX) (Lewis-Workman & Brod, 1997) within 1/2 mile, 1 mile Property value increased by $60-$100 for every 100 feet closer 
to a station. 
Portland, OR (Eastside MAX) (Dueker & Bianco, 1999) within 1/4 mile Multifamily housing development increased more rapidly near 
rail-station areas than elsewhere, but the build-out rate is lower 
when controlling for available multifamily land. 
San Diego, CA (LRT) (Gomez-Ibanez, 1985) within walking distance The trolley was an unimportant factor in development decisions. 
San Diego, CA (LRT) (Cervero & Duncan, 2002) within 1/4 mile and 1/2 
mile 
Property value increased 10 per cent (East Line) to 17 per cent 
(South Line) for multi-family homes. 
San Francisco, CA (BART) (Webber, 1976) within central district Booming of office development after the system opened. 
San Francisco, CA (BART) (Landis, et al., 1995) within 1 mile and 3 miles Most new residential and commercial development happened 
within one to three miles. 
San Francisco, CA (BART) (Cervero & Landis, 1997) within 1/4 mile and 1/2 
mile 
Only stations in Downtown San Francisco and Oakland 
experienced development effects nearby. 
St Louis, MO (Metro Link) (T. Garrett, 2004) From 1/4 mile to 1 mile Property value increased by 32% or $140 for every 10 feet closer 
to station. 
Toronto, Canada (Heenan, 1968) within downtown near the 
transit system 
Two-thirds of the new developments were attributable to the 
transit system. 
Washington, D.C. (Metro) (Cervero, 1994a) within 1/4 mile Office density increased in the station area. 
Washington, D.C. (Metro) (Green & James, 1993) within 1/4 mile Larger increase in employment density around the stations. 
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 From the impact ranges listed in the table above, it seems that a-quarter mile and a-half 
mile from the stations are the most frequently used radii to define the impact range. Perhaps 
the most widely mentioned rationale behind such selections is the consideration of a walkable 
distance for most people (Besser & Dannenberg, 2005; Lachapelle & Noland, 2012). If an 
average adult walks at about two miles per hour, a quarter mile usually takes about ten 
minutes to walk and a half mile takes twenty minutes to walk, even the latter of which is a quite 
reasonable amount for the daily commuters who walk to the stations. Another less frequently 
cited reason is that the spacing between two urban rail stations is usually about half a mile to 
one mile (Vuchic, 2005). Therefore, depending on the actual spacing of stations on a transit line, 
using a-quarter or a-half mile as buffering radii around each station can avoid impact zone 
overlaps in most cases.   
Summary of literature review 
 Density has the potential of affecting transit use for several reasons. On one hand, 
residents in areas of high density experience less amount of car travel because of increased 
costs of driving, improved accessibility and reduced travel needs, as well as a wider range of 
alternative travel options. On the other hand, density supports the feasibility of rail transit in 
that it brings more potential transit patronage within a certain range and attracts more transit 
trips to destinations in proximity to transit stations. 
 On the reverse side, urban rail transit may also make impacts on density. According to 
previous studies, there is strong evidence that proximity to transit stations causes increases in 
property values, which indirectly suggests an increased housing demand and a potential 
densification effect in station-area neighborhoods. As for the direct evidence on the density 
change caused by rail transit projects, however, the evidence is mixed and unclear. The classic 
location theory tells us that higher density could be expected around rail station areas due to 
increased accessibility benefits. Also, some researchers did find densification effects following 
the opening of new rail transit projects in some cities. However, urban rail projects do not 
always demonstrate densification effects. Previous evidence showed that the existence and 
magnitude of the densification effects vary across cities and neighborhoods. To explain such 
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variance, scholars proposed several external and internal factors, including travel behavior, 
market conditions, neighborhood conditions, land use policies, as well as system types and 
station types. These factors become the candidates of the exogenous factors to be considered 
in the models of this study. 
 Given the significance of the development effects of urban rail transit in the broader 
debate on the cost-benefit issue of such investments, it is imperative to figure out what factors 
actually interfere with rail transit systems’ development effects and to what extent do they 
make influence. Unfortunately, it has never been done in a systematic way before. Most early 
studies reviewed in the chapter used simple comparison between station areas and non-station 
areas. Straightforward as these comparisons may be, such a method fails to take into account 
other variables affecting development/land use changes and therefore is prone to omitted-
variable bias. Some later studies controlled for other factors that may be relevant to 
development change in their analysis. However, they failed to estimate how those factors 
would influence the densification effects caused by urban rail transit. In other words, 
controlling for exogenous factors in the models can only yield estimates on how those factors 
may affect the density change, but such models did not reveal how the exogenous factors may 
interfere with rail transit’s potential in affecting neighborhood density change. Only one study 
included interaction terms to reveal how the effect caused by rail transit may be interfered by 
exogenous factors, but it only included one factor-station types. It is worth noting that all the 
internal and external factors that may promote or prohibit the densification effects of urban rail 
transit are intertwined with each other. Any new rail transit system comes with a unique 
package of these conditions, thus it is difficult to estimate the effect of each single factor. This 
research will take the challenge and explore the relationship between exogenous factors and 






Chapter 3: Research design and methodology 
 This chapter explains the methodology used to carry out the task of finding evidence on 
how urban rail transit projects may affect density change, and how the densification effects of 
urban rail can be promoted or prohibited by neighborhood factors. It starts with laying out a 
conceptual framework that explains the mechanisms of the densification effects of urban rail 
transit.  The following section describes specific research questions and the hypothesis of this 
study. The third section explains the selection of the case regions to be studied. The fourth 
section introduces the three analytical methods used to answer the research questions. The last 
section lists the data sources for the analysis taken in this study. 
3.1 A conceptual framework: the mechanisms of how transit may drive densification  
 The densification effects of urban rail transit may happen through several intermediate 
steps, under different conditions. Based on the existing literature on transportation and land-
use interactions, potential mechanisms of the densification effects of rail transit are illustrated 
in the flow chart (Figure 5). In this flow chart, black-bordered rectangular shapes indicate the 
possible processes following the introduction of a new rail transit project; black arrows indicate 
the causal links between the induced changes. The blue-bordered diamonds are the conditions 
that are needed in order to make the decisions along the process. Solid-colored rectangular 




Figure 5: The diagram showing the mechanisms of the densification effect of urban rail transit 

































 The opening of a new rail transit station brings both benefits and costs for every 
resident in the nearby neighborhood. On one hand, new rail station provides an affordable and 
fast transportation option that does not exist before and makes the place more accessible to 
other parts of the region. On the other hand, rail stations also have disamenities—noise from 
the train, obstruction in the view, and a likelihood of increased housing cost in proximity. For 
every potential resident in the neighborhood, the set of the benefits and the set of the costs 
brought by a new rail transit station are different. The residents would choose either to live in 
the neighborhood or to leave it, depending on whether the costs can be offset by the benefits. 
For certain groups of people, the improved transit accessibility is an attractive feature of the 
station-area neighborhood. These people would then self-select to stay in (or move to) these 
neighborhoods in order to enjoy the high transit accessibility and the convenience of transit 
travel in the area.  
 Two groups of people are candidates of such self-selection: people who are dependent 
on transit due to economic constraints and people who favor the transit travel mode for 
personal preferences. People who do not have the financial or physical ability to drive rely on 
the public transit system to meet their routine travel needs (Dukakis Center for Urban and 
Regional Policy, 2010). Therefore, their residential location choices are usually limited to places 
with good public transit service (Glaeser, Kahn, & Rappaport, 2008; Kain, 1968, 1992). With 
improved rail transit accessibility, station-area neighborhoods become particularly attractive to 
these transit-dependent people. Another group of people who are also attracted by rail transit 
prefer public transit and use it as their major travel mode by choice. These people would self-
select themselves into communities that support their preferences. College students and young 
professionals are commonly found in this group (Kahn, 2007).  
 If the number of people who choose to live in the neighborhood is higher than the 
current number of residents, the population in the station area will increase. In other words, 
this new station will cause population densification. And when population densification 
happens in the neighborhood, the housing demand will increase accordingly. Meanwhile, 
developers would prefer to build more densely in the station area for economic reasons. This is 
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because superior accessibility at the location near new rail transit stations brings economic 
advantages, generating premiums on land rent (Alonso, 1964). As a result, developers are 
inclined to build more densely in the area in order to offset the increased land cost.  
 Although the economic theories predict developers’ interests in building densely in the 
station area, this does not ensure that housing densification can actually happen. In reality, the 
land in the best location with highest accessibility may not reach the highest density possible 
when regulatory barriers or other factors impede dense development. For a parcel with 
presence of a transit station in proximity, its land value is expected to be higher than without 
the station, but the added value would not be realized if profitable development is not allowed. 
For example, developers may find it more cost-effective to build a high-density mixed-use 
condo complex on the land, but such development would not be feasible if the land was zoned 
single-family housing and no zoning change was allowed.  In that case, housing densification 
would not happen unless the regulatory barriers are removed (Levine, Inam, & Torng, 2005). 
The attitude of local residents is another determinant of whether the potential interests of 
dense development among developers can actually lead to densification in the area. Near a 
single-family neighborhood, the NIMBYism (“Not in My Back Yard”) could become a very strong 
barrier towards dense development. 
3.2 Research questions and hypotheses 
 Laying out the possible outcomes and the key elements in determination of 
densification effects in the flow chart above helps us to sort out the possible reasons why we 
would or would not observe the densification effects of an urban rail system. This study will 
then focus on factors that are related to different cities/system types/neighborhood types, and 
try to explain the difference in densification effects among them. The goal is to assess how 
factors promote or depress the densification effects of urban rail transit systems. The specific 
research questions this research attempts to answer are elaborated below. 
 Question (1):  What are the population/housing density change outcomes in the 
neighborhoods near new rail transit stations in each case city? The densification of population 
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and housing in the areas close to rail stations is one possible and considerable benefit of rail 
transit.  The null hypothesis is that the density changes in the neighborhoods close to rail 
stations is to the same as the changes in other neighborhoods of similar types in the region. An 
expected result is that rail transit project does induce higher population and/or housing density 
around stations areas, so the densities of the neighborhoods near new stations grow faster 
than that of other neighborhoods. 
 Question (2): What external factors affect the densification effects caused by urban 
rail transit stations? This question explores the interaction between the pre-project conditions 
of the neighborhoods and the densification effects of rail transit. Given the mixed findings from 
the past studies, even within the same city, different rail transit stations may impose quite 
different impacts on nearby neighborhoods. For example, the income level, racial composition 
of the existing residents, availability of vacant land, and zoning ordinances in the area may all 
affect the potential densification effects of a new rail transit station. Based on the literature 
reviewed in the previous chapter, the hypothesis on this question is that densification is more 
likely to happen in the neighborhoods which had healthy economic conditions and attractive 
geographic locations before the transit project was built, as well as less opposition to density 
among the residents. 
 Question (3): What internal factors affect the densification effects caused by urban rail 
transit stations? The working definition of urban rail transit in this research includes two 
different types of rail transit –heavy rail and light rail. Previous studies found mixed evidence on 
whether one type is more effective than the other in terms of making land use impacts. This 
research is also interested to see whether different types of systems actually cause density 
changes in the surrounding neighborhoods differently and how. 
 Question (4): Do the internal/external factors affect density at new rail stations 
differently among different metropolitan regions? As an addition to the previous question, this 
question looks into the inter-city variation in the densification effects to see whether there is 
consistency among different urban settings. The null hypothesis is that the transit impact is the 
same in all metropolitan areas, but previous studies suggest that we may expect large 
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variations in the densification effects as well as the influences of the neighborhood factors 
across different case regions (Huang, 1996). 
3.3 Case selection 
 To answer the questions listed above, this research selects several metropolitan regions 
in the United States as cases of study. The goal of this study is to provide the most recent 
evidence on the densification effects of urban rail transit in the United States. Therefore, the 
study regions are chosen from a list of American metropolitan regions that have expanded or 
newly built urban rail lines since 1990. Moreover, because the impacts of rail transit may not be 
present in a short period of time following the construction of the rail projects, this study 
excluded projects built after 2000 to allow for at least ten years after the projects opened so 
that the densification effects can be observed. These two criteria yielded thirteen cities as the 
potential candidates for the cases of this study. Map 1 on the next page shows the geographic 
location, the population size (by the size of the dots) of each case region, and the distinction 




Map 1: U.S. cities that invested in urban rail transit, 1990-2000 
 Among these thirteen cities, four built new urban rail systems from scratch during the 
1990s. The rest nine cities constructed rail lines before 1990 and expanded their systems 
between 1990 and 2000. It would be ideal to study all these thirteen cases for a complete 
investigation into the densification effects of urban rail transit investment during that time. 
However, due to the time and budget constraints, this dissertation research could only choose 
a manageable sample out of them. To form a sample that represents different geographic 
locations, population sizes, and both new and old systems, four metropolitan regions are 
selected for this study: Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles, and Washington, D.C. Table 2 summarizes 




Table 3 : New urban rail projects constructed during the 1990s in the case regions 
Metropolitan 
Region 
Rail Lines Type Miles First Open Dates Rail Transit 
before 1990 
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   Data Source: Baum-Snow & Kahn (2005) 
 The different urban settings in these four regions offer several dimensions of variation 
that may illuminate the significance of project context on the densification effect of urban rail 
transit. Chicago and Washington, D.C. both had well-established rail transit network before 
1990, while the other two just started their rail transit from scratch in the 1990s. Given the 
notion that expanded rail systems may have higher utilities than brand new ones due to the 
network effect (Baum-Snow & Kahn, 2005), these cases consist a representative sampling of 
both types. In addition, these four cases happened to include both types of urban rail transit as 
defined in this study—heavy rail and light rail. Especially, since the Los Angeles case includes 
both types of systems, it provides a useful natural experiment to test whether and how one of 
these two types of urban rail systems affects the densification effects of rail transit differently 
than the other. 
3.4 Methodology 
 To study the densification effects in the four case regions and answer the research 
questions, this research applies a mixed methodology of spatial analysis, regression analysis, 
and case analysis. This section will explain how each type of analysis is carried out in this study. 
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1) Spatial analysis 
 Since the primary goal of this research is to explore the different trends in densification 
between neighborhoods close to new rail stations and neighborhoods at other locations, it will 
deal with lots of spatial data. Therefore, spatial analytical tools will be used intensively. Spatial 
analysis is a general term to describe a method which uses location information of datasets to 
analyze attributes associated with locations. Since the late 20th century, spatial analysis has 
become a fundamental part of scientific inquiry in the field of geography, environmental 
sciences, and urban planning (Fotheringham & Rogerson, 2009).  
 There are many tools available for conducting spatial analysis. To explore the spatial 
patterns of density change in the four case regions, this research uses the spatial analytical 
tools built in the ArcGIS software package. ArcGIS is a popular tool commonly used for spatial 
data storage and visualization (Rosenberg & Anderson, 2011). In particular, this research will 
rely on the Hot Spot Analysis tool in the Spatial Statistics toolbox offered in ArcGIS to figure out 
where the highest and lowest density change clustered within each case region. Hot spot 
analysis, by definition, is “the process of finding unusually dense event clusters across space” 
(Fotheringham & Rogerson, 2009), thus it is the suitable tool for the purpose of this research. In 
particular, the Hot-Spot Analysis tool offered by the ArcGIS software can calculate the Z-score 
of each neighborhood in terms of density change among all neighborhoods in the region. A 
neighborhood with a high Z-score, for example, larger than 2, is a statistically significant hot 
spot in terms of increase in density. Compared to the standard statistical tools that simply 
calculate the sample variance and Z-scores, hot spot analysis also takes into consideration the 
spatial relationship between neighborhoods. To be a statistically significant hot spot, a 
neighborhood will have a high value and be surrounded by other features with high values as 
well. In other words, this eliminates the random outliers but reveals the real pattern spatial 
clustering.  
 Using thematic maps to visualize the results of hot spot analysis, this research is able to 
present where statistically significant densification happens across space and whether the 
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locations of high densification are overlapped with the locations of the new rail transit stations. 
Chapter 4 will show the findings of spatial analysis for the four case regions. 
2) Regression analysis 
 Spatial analysis can generate visualization of densification and inform us whether there 
are possible densification effects near new rail stations. To estimate the size of the densification 
effects, this research will use regression analysis. Regression analysis is widely used in social 
sciences to evaluate the association between multiple factors. However, to take one step 
further from establishing association to revealing causality, special econometric techniques are 
needed in conducting regression analysis. These techniques include: randomized control trials, 
propensity score matching, regression discontinuity design, difference-in-differences design, 
and constructing instrumental variables (Khandker, Koolwal, & Samad, 2010).  
 This research will use the difference-in-differences (DID) design to estimate the 
densification effects of the new rail transit projects in the four case regions. DID design is of 
particular use when we need to evaluate the impacts of a certain policy intervention that is not 
a randomized controlled experiment. Policy interventions such as the development of a new 
rail station can be seen as “quasi-experiments”. In the case of new rail transit investments, the 
opening of a new rail station/line is like a “treatment” of an experiment. The impacts of the 
new station/lines are the treatment effects that can be evaluated through regression models 
using DID design. In this design, this study quantifies the densification effects of a new rail 
station by comparing the different densification trends over time between the neighborhoods 
that are affected by the new rail station/line and those that are not affected.  
 According to the theories and literature, the impacts of a new rail station/line have an 
effective impact range. Therefore, neighborhoods that are out of this range would not receive 
this “treatment” and become the “control” group, namely, the counterfactuals. Using the 
control group as the baseline, DID analysis accounts for changes over time unrelated to the 
intervention and isolates the impacts of such intervention from the underlying time trends 
(Athey & Imbens, 2006). Ideally, by picking a control group that is similar to the treatment 
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group in every way except for the treatment, DID econometric models can estimate the 
treatment effect in an unbiased way through comparing the difference of the change before 
and after the treatment between the treatment group and the control group (Card & Krueger, 
1994). Therefore, the DID method is especially useful in evaluating policy shocks in complicated 
environments where general trends may be present, such as in the process of urban growth. 
This makes DID a suitable tool for the quantification of the densification effects of urban rail 
transit in this study. The next three subsections will describe the details of constructing 
regression models using the DID design in this study. 
(1) Unit of analysis 
 To estimate the densification impacts of the new transit services in surrounding 
neighborhoods, the unit of analysis of this research, ideally, would be “neighborhoods”.  For the 
convenience of data collection and analysis, census block groups, boundaries as defined in 
Census 1990, were used as an approximation to “neighborhoods” in this paper. As this research 
involved data in two periods—pre-project (Year 1990) and post-project (Year 20102), it is 
imperative that the geographic unit keeps consistent from time to time. Unfortunately, the 
demographic data collected for post-project period—ACS 2006-2010 data—currently use 
Census 2010 geographic area boundaries (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010), which are different from 
the Census 1990 boundaries. Therefore, a spatial interpolation method is used to split the 
Census 2010 blockgroups into small pieces that could entirely be enclosed by a Census 1990 
blockgroup. The features of the Census 2010 blockgroups are then summarized by aggregating 
those pieces based on the Census 1990 boundary. The assumption of doing so without data 
distortions is that all neighborhood features are distributed evenly throughout each blockgroup. 
Although it does not holds true in reality, the errors should not be significantly large enough to 
bias the analytical results. 
                                                          
2 From American Community Survey data, it will be 5-year average values from 2006 to 2010. 
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(2) Identification of treatment and control groups 
 According to the DID concept, this study selects two groups of neighborhoods in each 
case region: the treatment group and the control group. The treatment group contains the 
neighborhoods that are (supposed to be) affected by the new transit lines. The control group 
contains the neighborhoods that are similar to the neighborhoods in the treatment group in 
nearly every other aspect except that they are within the impact range of the new transit 
stations. The underlying assumption is that the densification trend in the control group can be 
considered as a proxy for the hypothetical densification trend that “would have occurred” in 
the treatment group, should the new transit services never happen. Simply put, those 
neighborhoods in the control group serve as the counterfactuals of the treatment 
neighborhoods.  
 Because the line and the stations of a new rail project have difference impact rages, this 
study uses two different ways to define the “treatment” caused by urban rail transit 
investments and constructs two sets of models accordingly—the corridor models and the node 
models. In the corridor models, neighborhoods located within a half mile along the track of the 
target rail Line form the treatment group.  The control group in the corridor models, by contrast, 
consists of neighborhoods located within a half mile from selected bus lines. These bus lines 
served as the counterfactuals of the target rail Line. Both bus transit and rail transit are major 
public transportation modes which carry a large number of passengers. The rationale of using 
bus lines as the counterfactuals of the rail lines is that a new urban rail transit line is most likely 
to be planned along a route which captures a high demand for public transportation. In most 
cases, such a route represents a heavily-loaded bus corridor that already exists in the public 
transit system. To ensure the comparability between the rail line and the counterfactuals, the 
selection process of the counterfactual bus lines applies three criteria. First, the bus lines 
should run in the same direction as the rail line does, e.g. from city center to suburbs, or from 
north to south. Second, the bus lines shall be outside of a half-mile buffer zone of all the rail 
transit lines in the area, to prevent any interference caused by transit lines. Lastly, among all 
those bus lines which meet the first two criteria, bus lines with higher ridership shall be 
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selected. When the bus lines include redundant circuits, minor editing is made on the bus 
routes to simplify the routes while still maintaining their shape and direction for the analysis 
purpose.  
 In the station models, only the neighborhoods located within a half mile from the 
stations on the target rail Line make the treatment group. The control group only contains 
neighborhoods within a half mile from selected bus stops on those selected counterfactual bus 
lines in the corridor models described above. The selection of these counterfactual bus stops 
follows two steps. First, the major stops on the time table of each counterfactual bus line 
become the first candidates. The rationale behind this decision is that these stops on the time 
table should be the major nodes of transport importance along the route, thus sharing similar 
location significance as the stations on the target rail Line. Second, a four-to-six-minute spacing 
rule is applied to ensure that these counterfactual bus stops would have similar spacing as the 
rail line stations. Therefore, a major bus stop would be removed if the travel time from its 
neighboring stops is shorter than four minutes. A new intermediate bus stop would be added if 
the travel time between two neighboring major stops on the same bus line is longer than eight 
minutes. In both the corridor models and node models, the neighborhoods located within a half 
mile from any pre-existing rail line are excluded from the sample, in order to prevent any 
estimation bias caused by the impact of those rail lines.   
(3) Model construction and finalization 
 The regression models for both the corridor models and the node models share the 
same structure. The models include a dummy variable of treatment assignment to estimate the 
treatment effects of new rail station/line on the neighborhood density change indicators—
indicators reflecting the density change in population or housing units. Variables of pre-
treatment neighborhood conditions are controlled for in these models. The interaction terms of 
neighborhood conditions and the dummy variable of treatment assignment are also included in 
the models to estimate how the densification effects can be influenced by exogenous 
neighborhood factors. In mathematic terms, the regression models are written as: 
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∆𝑌𝑖       = 𝑌𝑖𝑡 − 𝑌𝑖𝑡−1 
= 𝛼 + 𝜷𝑿𝒊 + 𝛾𝑇𝑖 + 𝝁𝑿𝒊 ∙ 𝑇𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖                                                                               (Equation 1) 
 Where: ∆𝑌𝑖 is the change (from 1990 to 2010) in a selected neighborhood indicator 𝑌 
(density of population or housing units) for neighborhood 𝑖 ;  𝑌𝑖𝑡−1 is the measurement of 
indicator 𝑌 for neighborhood 𝑖 at the pre-treatment time (in 1990); 𝑌𝑖𝑡 is the measurement of 
indicator 𝑌 for neighborhood 𝑖 at the post-treatment time (in 2010); 𝛼,𝛽, 𝛾, and 𝜇 are 
parameters to be estimated in the regressions; 𝜀𝑖 is the error term; 𝑿𝒊 is a vector of exogenous 
or pre-treatment characteristics of neighborhood 𝑖, such as the geographic, demographic or 
socio-economic features in 1990; 𝑇𝑖 is a dummy variable of treatment group assignment for 
neighborhood 𝑖, which equals 1 for being in the treatment group and 0 for being in the control 
group; 𝑿𝒊 ∙ 𝑇𝑖 is a matrix of all the interaction terms between the treatment variable and the 
neighborhood-specific variables, whose coefficients estimate how the neighborhood features 
affect the magnitude of the densification effect of the treatment. For each case region, four 
regression models are constructed: corridor model on population densification, corridor model 
on housing densification, node model on population densification, and node model on housing 
densification. 
 To carry out the regression models listed above, this study uses the SPSS software and 
enters into the regression models all the independent variables that fall in four categories: 
treatment dummies, station features, neighborhood factors (including geographic features and  
socio-economic features), and the interaction terms between treatment dummies and 
neighborhood factor variables. The criteria of selecting a final model include the following steps. 
Firstly, a review of previous studies as described in Chapter 2 provides a starting set of possible 
independent variables that need to be included. Secondly, the “stepwise” method is used to 
filter those variables and keep only the ones that are at least statistically significant at the 0.10 
level in each model. Finally, to make the coefficients comparable between the corridor and 
node models as well as population and housing densification models, this study synthesizes all 
four models for each case region and constructs a composite model structure that contains all 
the independent variables that are statistically significant in at least one of the four sub-models.  
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3.5 Data sources 
 To fulfill the three types of analysis, this research collects five categories of data from 
various sources. These data and their sources are listed below. 
 (1) Transit lines and stations information 
 This research will obtain the spatial data files containing the locations of the new (and 
any pre-existing) transit stations and lines from individual transit authorities of the four 
metropolitan regions. The accuracy of the spatial information is the key to the validity of the 
difference-in-difference analysis in this research, which will be elaborated later in this section. 
Therefore, this research checks the data validity using the geographic information of transit 
stations from Google maps and compares it to the spatial data provided by the transit 
authorities for randomly sampled transit stations. If there are considerable discrepancies 
between the two, a third source (such as newspaper reports or planning meeting minutes) on 
the station location information will be used. In addition to their geographic locations, this 
research also obtains other station-specific features such as number of parking spots, fare to 
other stations from the transit authorities. 
 2) Neighborhood conditions: density, demographic and socio-economic information 
 Indicators used to describe the density changes and the exogenous factors of the 
neighborhoods are retrieved from census 1990 sample data SF3 and American Community 
Survey (ACS) 5-year average from 2006-2010. These measures are used to identify the pre- and 
post-treatment conditions of the neighborhoods. Unlike decennial census which collects data of 
a point date, American Community Survey 5-year estimates are period estimates, meaning that 
they represent the characteristics of the population and housing over a specific data collection 
period. For example, the data of 2006-2010 ACS 5-year estimates were collected between 
January 1, 2006 and December 31, 2010 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011). Therefore, it is not a 
perfect idea to compare 5-year average values from ACS to the point estimate from Census 
1990. However, ACS is the only available dataset containing socio-economic variables since 
Census long form discontinued after 2000. ACS provides a comprehensive set of up-to-date 
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demographic and socio-economic indicators. Moreover, 2006-2010 ACS 5-year estimates use 
the same geographic boundaries of block groups as that of Census 2010, thus it can be cross-
validated with census 2010 data. The strength of the ACS is in estimating characteristic 
distribution within certain geographic areas.  
 (3) Job counts and accessibility to jobs 
 As one of the aspects regarding the features of rail transit stations, the accessibility to 
jobs by transit is an important piece of information. Ideally, the accessibility score should 
measure the weighted total number of jobs that could be reached along the rail lines/stations. 
However, due to the limitation of data availability, this research uses a proxy accessibility 
measure that accounts for the weighted total number of jobs reached by transit in the entire 
metropolitan area. In addition, since this study focuses on residential densification rather than 
commercial or employment densification, the accessibility measure used in this research is an 
indicator of trip generation rather than trip attraction. In other words, it measures the ease of 
access from the rail station of interest to the destinations in the rest of the metropolitan areas, 
without considering the attractiveness of the station area in terms of accessibility. The data on 
accessibility scores are obtained from two previous studies on intermetropolitan accessibility 
comparisons (Grengs, et al., 2010; Levine, et al., 2012). The employment data used to calculate 
the accessibility scores come from the business database operated by a private vendor Claritas. 
The same employment dataset is used in this research to analyze the spatial pattern of job 
distribution and to determine the geographic boundary of the “downtown” in Denver and in 
Los Angeles.   
(4) Public records and media reports 
 To learn the background of the rail transit projects in the case cities, this research 
searched for and collected data from public records and media reports, including newspapers, 
planning meeting minutes, historical maps, photos, property transaction records, and other 
publications that commented on the new transit services. Most of them are dated back to the 
time when the new transit was planned, designed, and placed in service. This group of data is 
retrieved from internet search engines and online databases, the ProQuest Historical 
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Newspapers and the World Newspaper Archive. Several key words are used in conducting the 
search, including: “density”, “population”, “gentrification”, “employment”, “job”, “Transit-
Oriented Development or TOD”, “commute”, “business”, “investment”, “growth”, “income”, 
“low-income”, “resident”, “NIMBYism”, “public hearing”, and “community”. 
 (5) Supplementary spatial data for mapping  
 For the purposes of spatial analysis and data visualization, this study also needs some 
supporting spatial data, including the boundaries of census block groups and other jurisdiction 
boundaries, the layer of the rivers and lakes, major streets and highways, landmarks, to name a 
few. These data are mostly downloadable from the Census website, in the format of TIGER 
1990 and 2000 shapefiles. Whenever a data file is not available from the Census website, transit 
agencies and/or planning departments of the case region are approached for the according 
data request. 
Summary of research design and methodology 
 A conceptual framework derived from the literature review of Chapter 2 explains the 
mechanisms of the potential densification effects of urban rail transit from the perspective of 
residents and developers. For each individual, if the rail transit brings more benefits than costs, 
he/she will be attracted to live in the station-area neighborhoods. If more people choose to live 
in rather than move out, the neighborhoods will experience population densification. As one 
step further from population densification, housing densification needs another condition—the 
permission to build dense housing development in the area. In order to allow for the dense 
development to happen, restrictive land use and zoning barriers need to be removed and a pro-
density neighborhood attitude is also important. 
 Based on the conceptual framework, this research raises four specific research 
questions. The first question directly corresponds to the inquiry of whether densification effects 
were observed following new urban rail transit, and in determining the degree to which density 
changed. The rest questions explore the relationship between the densification effects of new 
rail transit and exogenous factors at multiple levels. The answers to these research questions 
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will help to inform neighborhood residents, policy makers and transit planners to improve 
related policy interventions in the future.  
 To answer these research questions, this study applies spatial analysis, regression 
analysis and case analysis. In spatial analysis, this research uses thematic mapping to present 
the patterns of densification and uses hot spot analysis to visualize where high levels of 
densification clusters across space in ArcGIS. In regression analysis, this research applies the 
regression models with a difference-in-difference design to quantify the densification effects of 
a new rail station. The inclusion of the interaction terms between neighborhood condition 
indicators and the dummy treatment variable gives the models explanatory power to answer 
the research questions on how the densification effects could be affected by exogenous factors. 
In case analysis, this research selects one station area that experienced noteworthy 
densification effects and thoroughly studies the history of the neighborhood change and the 
public responses to such a change. The three methods of analysis complement each other and 





Chapter 4: Case descriptions: the recent rail transit developments in the four case regions 
 This chapter presents the history and background of the rail transit investments in each 
of the four case regions. It contains four sections, each of which discusses one case region. 
From hereafter, this study will use the phrase “the lines under study” to denote the urban rail 
transit lines in the four case regions that this study select in this research, which include: the 
Orange Line in Chicago, the Green Line in Washington, D.C., the D Line in Denver, and the Blue, 
Green, and Red/Purple lines in Los Angeles.  
4.1 The Orange Line in the Chicago region 
 Chicago’s current regional transit agency, the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA), operates 
heavy rail and bus facilities in Chicago and 38 suburban municipalities. The size and the 
ridership of rail and bus transit are comparable to each other. There are seven primary rail lines 
(Map 2) totaling about 225 route miles and 143 rail stations, with 560,000 passengers on an 
average weekday. There are 134 bus routes with 960,000 passengers on an average weekday.  
 The history of the CTA-operated rail transit system in Chicago—dates back to 1924. 
Before 1990, Chicago already had a well-established rail transit network, yet most of the 
stations were located in the north part of the city, leaving Southwest Chicago under-served by 
rapid transit. During the 1990s, two new lines were constructed: the Orange Line and the Green 
Line, connecting Southwest Chicago and South Chicago to downtown area, respectively. 
Although the opening dates of the Orange Line and the Green Line both meet the time frame 
required in this research—in the 1990s, this study will only focus on the case of the Orange Line 









 The Green Line is dropped from the analysis for two reasons. The major reason is that 
the Green Line is two close to the other two older rail lines—most of the Green Line stations 
are located within a half mile from a station on the Red Line or the Blue Line. This makes it very 
difficult to separate the densification effects of the Green Line from any possible impact from 
the other two older lines. Another reason to drop the Green Line from the analysis is the 
discontinuity in the service. Opened in 1993, the Green Line was consolidated and realigned 
based on two oldest rapid transit lines in the city, which were too deteriorated to continue 
service (Chicago "L".org, 2011). Soon after its creation, the service on the Green Line was 
suspended from 1994 to 1996 for a rehabilitation project, and the line continued to run after 
1996 until today. This two-year gap is very likely to have negatively affected the accessibility 
(and the attractiveness in general) of the area around the Green Line stations, therefore, 
including the Green Line in the analysis may underestimate the densification effects of the 
urban rail lines of the 1990s in Chicago. 
 The Orange Line, sometimes referred to as the Midway Rapid Transit Line or the 
Southwest Side Rapid Transit Line (McMillen & McDonald, 2004), was opened on October 31, 
1993. With a total distance of eleven miles in track length, the Orange Line connects downtown 
Chicago to the Midway Airport. The track begins at Midway Airport at 59th/Kilpatrick and 
connects to the “Loop”, with seven stations approximately one mile apart, plus a station at 
Roosevelt/Wabash to serve Orange and Green Line trains. The Orange Line provides the first 
rapid transit service to the southwestern neighborhoods of the city, where transit service fell 
far behind all other sectors until the late 20th century.   
 The idea behind the planning of the Orange Line could dated back to 1958, when the 
Chicago Transit Authority released its report on transportation planning for the greater Chicago 
region—“New Horizon for Chicago’s Metropolitan Area”. The report called for new transit 
corridors, including subways under Wells Street and Jackson Boulevard, a bus lane in the 
median of Stevenson Expressway, and several rapid-transit lines down the medians of several 
other superhighways (Schwieterman & Mammoser, 2009). The bus lane in the median of 
Stevenson Expressway, which was never built, ended up being the route over which the Orange 
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Line was finally constructed more than thirty years later. Perhaps the most critical period along 
the planning process of the Orange Line was 1979-1983, when the Mayor of Chicago Jane Byrne 
and the Governor of Illinois James Thompson decided to transfer the funds reserved for the 
planned (and then cancelled) Cross-town Expressway to CTA, who used the money to finance 
the Orange Line project (Schwieterman & Mammoser, 2009). The total capital investment on 
the Orange Line (including property acquisition, track and station construction, as well as rolling 
stock purchase) costs around $510 million, 85% of which came from the Federal Transit 
Administration and the remaining 15% from the State of Illinois (McMillen & McDonald, 2004). 
The city agreed to cover any cost overruns with the proceeds of bond issues (Washburn, 1986). 
After the funding agreement was reached by the city, state and federal governments, the 
construction of the Orange Line soon began in 1987, which was then completed in 1993. 
 The long-time expected Orange Line was widely accepted among politicians and civic 
leaders from the very beginning. Studies (McDonald & Osuji, 1995; McMillen & McDonald, 2004) 
found that the land values within one-half mile of the station sites increased by 17% three years 
before the line opened in 1993. On the day when the project proposal was finally approved, 
Governor James Thompson appeared at a press conference and announced that the project 
“will redeem the faith of the people of the Southwest Side of Chicago, who have been waiting 
for a long time” (Washburn, 1986). The media also reported extensively positive reactions 
among the business owners and local residents. For example, the spokesman for the Midway 
Airport Tenants Association referred to the Line as “the shot in the arm that the southwest 
corridor needs for continued resurgence”(Washburn, 1986). The president of the West Elsdon 
Civic League, a neighborhood group of the West Elsdon community where the Orange Line 
serves, told the newspaper reporter that they “have been fighting for this for a very, very long 
time…. We never thought the federal government would ante up” (Washburn, 1986). According 
to the information released at a press conference, southwest side Congressman William Lipinski 
(Democratic) played a key role in achieving the federal support for the Orange Line, as he 
personally called for President Reagan’s attention on the project after providing critical support 
for the Republican President’s proposal of aid to Nicaraguan Contra rebels (Washburn, 1986). 
The Congressman reportedly (McDonald & Osuji, 1995) replied to the President when he was 
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called by the President and asked if there were anything he needed: “Mr. President, have you 
ever heard of the Southwest Side Rapid Transit Line?” Lipinski also had high expectations for 
the benefits of the Orange Line, which he predicted to generate “unprecedented economic 
development on the Southwest Side” (Washburn, 1986).  
 The Orange Line is an entirely new transit line that replaced a bus service and attracted 
commuters who used to drive. After its operation, ridership on the Orange Line was better than 
expected (Chicago "L".org, 2011), which confirmed the demand of rail transit service in 
previously under-served Southwest Chicago. Ridership on the line was initially projected to be 
25,000 riders per weekday, while the actual ridership in the first year was 28,000 per weekday. 
As of January 2013, the fare is $2.25 for a one-way trip from any station on the Orange Line to 
Downtown Chicago. The travel time from Midway Airport to Downtown Chicago on the Orange 
Line is 30 minutes, while express bus for the same trip during peak hours would need over 45 
minutes. The history behind the Orange Line shows that it was a well-expected and well-
received public investment at the time. This research will conduct analysis to see whether this 
line has generated densification effects on the surrounding neighborhoods. 
4.2 The Green Line in Washington, D.C. region 
 Compared to some other major cities in the United States, Washington, D.C. has a fairly 
short history of rail transit. Born in 1976, the rail system of the Washington, D.C. metropolitan 
area, also called Metrorail, or Metro, continued to expand ambitiously in the 1980s, 1990s, and 
into the 21st century (Schrag, 2006). The entire Metro rail system (Map 3) now has five 
operating lines and covers the greater metropolitan area of Washington, D.C., including part of 
Maryland and Virginia, with a total of 86 stations and 106.3 miles of track (Washington 
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, 2011). The popularity of the Metro in Washington, D.C. 
continues to grow after its opening. The system is now the nation’s second largest urban rail 
transit system in terms of track length and usage, only after New York City (Washington 
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, 2011). The operator of the Metro rail, the Washington 
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA), which also runs the bus system in the region, 
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became the fourth largest transit agency in the United States (Federal Transit Administration, 
2009).  
 
Map 3: The Metro Rail system in Washington, D.C. (Schwardl, 2013) 
 The popularity of the urban rail transit in Washington, D.C. may be attributed to two 
reasons. One reason is the severe road congestion in the region. According to the measures in 
the Urban Mobility Report (Texas Transportation Institute, 2010), Washington, D.C. is ranked as 
the fourth most congested regions in the United States, only after Los Angeles, New York and 
Chicago. Moreover, although new roads were built and expanded, the vehicle miles traveled in 
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the Washington metropolitan area kept rising and exceeded the road capacity (P. Nelson, et al., 
2007). The other reason is the continuing densification of the urban core. As the capital of the 
nation, the federal government is the driving engine of the local economy, attracting many 
residents and activities to the center of the region (P. Nelson, et al., 2007). Therefore, unlike 
some other American cities with a declining downtown, Washington D.C. remains fairly dense 
in the central city. As cited in Huang (1996), one of the objectives of the Metro rail system is “to 
support a compact pattern of regional centers along major corridors radiating out from a strong 
downtown”. Moreover, the local transit agency adopted “Joint Development Policies and 
Guidelines” to promote high-density development near rail stations, so did they advocate for 
dense development in front of the public, the local governments, and the developers3. Previous 
studies also showed that such policies did post positive some impacts on development around 
the rail stations, such as increased rent and decreased vacancies for office buildings, larger 
shares of regional development and higher rates of employment (Cervero, 1994a; Green & 
James, 1993). 
 However, the transit options are fairly limited outside of the central city until the 1990s 
and the 2000s, when the Red Line and the Blue Line were both extended to the suburbs and a 
new line, the Green Line, was built. The Green Line is a heavy rail line of stations, running 
through D.C. and Prince George’s County, Maryland, with Branch Ave. Station as its south 
terminus and Greenbelt Station as its north terminus, as shown in green color in the system 
map (Figure 20). All the stations (except for the ones shared with other lines) on the Green Line 
were constructed and opened between 1991 and 2001. As the newest line of the system, the 
Green Line and its neighborhood impact had not been systematically studied and documented. 
Therefore, it becomes a good candidate for the purpose of this study, which looks into the 
population and housing density change in the surrounding neighborhoods of the Green Line 
from 1990 until 2010 and provides the latest evidence on the densification effect of the Metro 
in the new century.  
                                                          
3 According to Section 11.0 of the WMATA Joint Development Policies and Guidelines (Washington Metropolitan 
Area Transit Authority, 2008), it states that “WMATA staff will participate cooperatively in local planning 
processes to advocate for conditions that will facilitate joint development projects that will create TOD, value for 
WMATA, and will create improvements in WMATA’s transit facilities”. 
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4.3 The D Line in the Denver region 
 As one of the newest rail transit systems in the country, the Light Rail Transit (LRT) 
system in Denver now includes five fixed rail lines, 36 stations, 35 miles of tracks, and a total of 
172 vehicles. Its operator, the Regional Transportation District (RTD), serves eight counties: the 
City and County of Denver, the City and County of Broomfield, the counties of Boulder and 
Jefferson, the western portions of Adams and Arapahoe Counties, the northern portion of 
Douglas County, and small portions of Weld County. As of Year 2012, the average number of 
weekday boardings on the Denver LRT is 328,109 (Denver Regional Transportation District, 
2013b), and the total unlinked passenger trips was 20,087,700, ranked the eighth in the country 
(American Public Transportation Association, 2012). 
 The Denver metropolitan area first implemented light rail transit (LRT) in 1994 with the 
Central Corridor Line, followed by the Southwest Corridor extension in 2000, the Central Platte 
Valley extension in 2002, and the Southeast Corridor extension in 2006. These four corridors 




Map 4: The light rail transit system in Denver, Colorado 
Central Platte Valley Extension (2002) 
Southwest Corridor Extension (2000) 
Southeast Corridor Extension (2006) 
Central Corridor (1994) 
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 The C Line, consisting of the Central Platte Valley extension, part of the Central Corridor 
and the Southwest Corridor, runs from the Union Station in Downtown Denver to the 
Littleton/Mineral Station in the south. The D Line, consisting of the Central Corridor and the 
Southwest Corridor, runs from the 30th/Downing in Downtown Denver to the Littleton/Mineral 
Station in the south. The E Line, consisting of the Central Platte Valley extension, part of the 
Central Corridor and the Southeast Corridor, runs from the Union Station to the Lincoln Station 
in the south. The F Line, consisting of the Central Corridor and the Southeast Corridor, runs 
from the 18th/California in the north to the Lincoln Station in the south. The H Line, shares 
mostly the same track of the F Line, except that it reaches the Nine Mile Station in the South 
instead. A sixth line, also the newest one, the W Line will be opened in April 2013. 
 Given the period focus of this research, this study only chooses the D Line as the study 
case for evaluating the densification effects of light rail in Denver. The D Line is the combination 
of the Central Corridor and the Southwest Corridor, both of which are entirely built between 
1990 and 2000. The Central Corridor segment of the D Line runs from 30th Avenue & Downing 
through the Five Points Business District and downtown Denver to I-25 & Broadway, with 14 
stations and a total length of 5.3 miles (Denver Regional Transportation District, 2013a). The 
Southwest Corridor segment connects to the Central Corridor at the I-25 & Broadway Station 
and extends to the downtown of the City of Littleton, with five stations and a total length of 8.7 
miles (Denver Regional Transportation District, 2013c). The track of this segment was built 
entirely on the reserved right-of-way of an existing railroad. As for the funding sources, the 
$116.5 million gross capital cost of the Central Corridor segment was funded entirely by RTD 
with an existing use tax, RTD’s capital reserve and bonds issued by RTD. By contrast, the $177.7 
million project cost of the Southwest Corridor extension was majorly funded by federal sources, 
including the $120 million Full Funding Grant Agreement signed by the U.S. Secretary of 
Transportation in 1996 and the $18 million flexible highway-to-transit funding provided by the 
Federal Highway Administration (Denver Regional Transportation District, 2013c).  
 Stimulating development around the rail transit stations was one of the goals of RTD. 
RTD even hired a Transit-Oriented Development specialist in June 2000, whose responsibilities 
include “working with other agencies, local jurisdictions and developers to encourage TOD” 
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along the light rail stations of RTD (California Department of Transportation, 2002). However, 
the efforts to build densely around the station areas were sometimes dismissed by local 
residents. In the past, at least a couple of proposals brought to RTD by developers were turned 
down because of neighborhood objection. For example, the college has proposed student 
housing near the Aurora station but the neighbors strongly rejected it (California Department of 
Transportation, 2002). Given the tension between the two forces from the transit agency and 
the neighborhood, the actual outcome on the densification in the neighborhoods nearby the 
transit stations along the D Line would be questionable, which will be investigated in this study. 
4.4 The Blue, Green and Red/Purple Lines in the Los Angeles region 
 As the second largest city of the U.S., Los Angeles is often viewed as one of the most 
heavily motorized and congested city, which is principally attributed to highway-oriented 
decentralization of employment throughout the region (Wachs, 1993). However, Los Angeles 
was actually once a leading city with the largest rail transit network in the U.S.—the Yellow Cars 
and the Red Cars running during the early 20th century. Due to the quick drop of ridership and 
the increasing popularity of motorized travel, all the streetcars in the Los Angeles area ceased 
operation by 1961. Since then, bus became the only public transportation mode (Richmond, 
1998).  
 The rails were brought back to the region when Proposition A was approved in 1980 to 
build a rail rapid transit system in the Los Angeles County. In 1985, the Los Angeles County 
Transportation Commission (LACTC) selected light rail as the approach to build the new rail 
system in the area and chose to construct the first route—the 22-mile Blue Line between 
downtown Los Angeles and downtown Long Beach, which used the tracks of one of the Red Car 
old routes (Loukaitou-Sideris, 2010). The Blue Line was opened on July 14, 1990. Following that, 
two more rail lines were opened and put into service—the Green Line and the Purple Line—in 
the last decade of the 20th century. The Green Line runs east to west and began to operate in 
1995. The Purple Line, later became part of the Red Line, is a subway line opened in 1993 and 
runs from downtown Los Angeles to the Westlake Station in the west. After that, the Red Line 
continued to extend, to Wilshire Station in 1996, to Hollywood Station in 1999, and finally to 
the North Hollywood terminus in 2000, which completed the full Red Line. In 2003, the fifth line, 
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the Gold Line was opened, providing light rail transit service from downtown Los Angeles to the 
east part of the city. The most recent addition to the Metro Rail system is the Expo Line, which 
opened in April 28, 2012, running from downtown Los Angeles to Culver City to the west. It is 
expected to extend further to the west until Santa Monica, where stations are scheduled to 
open in 2015 (Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2010).  
 As the rail system expanded, the management of the public transportation system in the 
Los Angeles region was further consolidated by merging the LACTC with the Southern California 
Rapid Transit District into the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
(LACMTA) in 1993 (Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2010). Now 
LACMTA is the operator of all the six rail lines as well as the bus system in the region. Given the 
time frame that this study is focused on, this research opts to investigate the densification 
effects of the Blue, Green, and Red (including Purple) lines, only because all the stations on 
these lines were opened between 1990 and 2000. Map 5 on the next page shows all the lines in 
the current system of LACMTA Metro Rail. 
 Within the decade of 1990 to 2000, over $6 billion dollars were spent on the three rail 
lines built in the Los Angeles region. Despite the huge investment on the rail transit system, the 
majority users of public transportation in the Los Angeles region are bus riders. According to 
the most recent statistics of the LACMTA, the number of total bus boardings is three times of 
the total rail boardings (Jager, 2013). Unlike the Chicago Orange Line, which was majorly 
funded by federal funding, or the Denver D Line, which was mainly funded by the existing user 
tax and capital funds from the transit agency, the LACMTA made efforts to fund the rail system 
from its revenues. In 1993, it tried to raise the bus fare to fund its rail system, which stimulated 
strong public dissent among the bus users in the region and led to a lawsuit between the 
LACMTA and the Bus Riders Union in 1994 (Grengs, 2002). Given such a background, evaluating 
the densification effects of the urban rail transit system in Los Angeles has significant 
implications for the debate on resources distribution between bus and rail spending at the local 
transit agency. Moreover, since the region has a record of public awareness and influence on 
the transportation issues, it is especially important to explore the impact of neighborhood 




Map 5: The Metro Rail system of the Los Angeles region  (Schwardl, 2013) 
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Summary of case descriptions 
 The four case regions have distinctive histories of urban rail transit investments. In the 
Chicago region, the history of the rail transit system dates back to 1924 but Southwest Chicago 
was not served by rapid transit until the 1990s when the Orange Line opened. The long 
anticipated Orange Line was widely accepted among politicians and civic leaders from the very 
beginning. Previous studies also showed evidence on the impacts of the Orange Line on 
increasing property values in proximity. This research will conduct analysis to see whether this 
line has generated densification effects on the surrounding neighborhoods. In the Washington, 
D.C. region, the Metro Rail system started in the 1970s, the time when the resurgence of urban 
rail investments began in the Untied Stated. A few studies systematically studied the 
development impacts of the Metro Rail and found that these stations did promote 
development nearby. However, as the newest line of the system, the Green Line, which was 
constructed and opened in the 1990s, has not been systematically studied and documented yet. 
Therefore, it becomes a good candidate for the purpose of this study.  
 Unlike Chicago and Washington, D.C., Denver and Los Angeles did not have modern rail 
transit before 1990. In the Denver region, the first implemented light rail transit line did not 
open until 1994. Although the regional transit authority wants to stimulate development 
around the rail transit stations, Denver also has a history of neighborhood opposition to 
densification. Therefore, it would be essential to see the actual densification outcomes in the 
neighborhoods nearby the transit stations. In the Los Angeles region, the rail transit has been 
expanding very fast since its first opening in 1990. This research opts to investigate the 
densification effects of the Blue, Green, and Red (including Purple) lines, because all the 
stations on these lines were opened between 1990 and 2000. The fast expansion and big 
spending on rail investments raised some disputes and public resentment from bus riders in the 
Los Angeles region. Given such a background, evaluating the densification effects of the urban 
rail transit system in Los Angeles has significant implications for the debate on resources 




Chapter 5: Spatial analysis: exploring the pattern of density change in the four case regions 
 This chapter presents the results from spatial analysis. For each case region, thematic 
maps of the change in population density and housing density are made to visualize the general 
densification trend. These maps help us identify the spatial pattern of densification across the 
region. Based on the thematic maps of densification trends, this study continues with hot spot 
analysis to figure out if there are spatial clusters of densification that is statistically higher or 
lower than the rest of the region. The maps of hot spot analysis assist us in observing if there is 
higher densification near the newly constructed urban rail transit lines and stations than in 
other neighborhoods. 
5.1 Chicago 
 Using data from Census 1990 and ACS 2006-2010, we calculate the density of each block 
group and the density change over the twenty years. The following are two thematic maps 
showing the density change in population and housing, respectively, from 1990-2010 in the 








Map 7: Change in housing density by blockgroup in Chicago, 1990-2010 
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 the red areas in Map 6 denote the neighborhoods where density in population has the 
highest increase from 1990 to 2010, while the blue areas are those where density decreased 
the most. The areas with the largest population growth are concentrated around Downtown 
Chicago, the northern suburbs, the west suburbs around the end of the Pink Line, and the 
southwest suburbs along the Orange Line, the targeted line of this study. 
 Presented in a similar map symbology, the red areas in Map 7 are those neighborhoods 
which experienced the highest increase in housing density from 1990 to 2010. Comparing the 
density change pattern of the neighborhoods surrounding the Orange Line on Map 6 and Map 7, 
we have the impression that these areas did experience growth in population density, while no 
big change in housing density is observed. Moreover, the vast majority of the Chicago region 
experienced little change in housing density. The only exception is the area around downtown, 
where a significant increase in housing units can be observed. Such a contrast in the patterns of 
the two maps implies that the effects of the Orange Line might be different on population 
density and housing density. 
 To test whether the phenomenon of densification clustering across space is statistically 
significant, this study uses “Hot Spot Analysis” tool in ArcGIS to continue exploring the spatial 
pattern of the density change in the region. The goal of hot spot analysis is to identify the 
presence of clusters of statistically significant density change. As explained in the research 
design chapter, the Hot-Spot Analysis tool offered by the ArcGIS software calculates the Z-score 
of each neighborhood among all neighborhoods in the region. Map 8 and Map 9 show the 














  In these two maps, a neighborhood shown in red is a hot spot that has a Z-score of 2 
and higher in density change. In other words, these hot spots experienced density changes 
more than two standard deviations higher than the average level of all neighborhoods in the 
metropolitan region. By contrast, the blue areas are the cold spots where densification is lower 
than two standard deviations below the regional average value.  
 Through this analysis, a simpler, generalized version of the spatial pattern of density 
change in the Chicago region can be observed on the maps. For example, Map 8 shows that the 
neighborhoods along the Orange Line are part of the hot spots in population densification, 
which confirms our earlier impression from Map 6 that these neighborhoods did have 
significant increase in population density. Meanwhile, Map 9 tells us that the area along the 
Orange Line is not part of the hot spots in housing densification, which means these is no 
significant change in housing density. However, it is worth noting that the spatial analysis only 
presents the densification outcomes without taking other factors into account. There might be 
other variables that also affect density change. In other words, what we observed—the 
significant population densification along the Orange Line and the missing housing densification 
in the same area from 1990 to 2010—are not necessarily the outcomes of the opening of the 
Orange Line. To provide sufficient evidence on the causal relationship between the new rail 
service and area densification, as described in the research design chapter, we will apply a DID 
method with multivariate analysis to quantify and single out the impact of the Orange Line from 
other factors. The results of such analysis will be presented in Chapter 6. 
5.2 Washington, D.C.  
 Using the same techniques, we make the map of the density change in population by 
blockgroup (Map 10) in the Washington, D.C. region shows that the most area of the region 
experienced increase in population density between 1990 and 2010. However, no clear spatial 
clustering of population densification can be detected from these maps. Meanwhile, the 
housing densification (Map 11) is more concentrated to downtown and around the termini of 




  The results from hot spot analyses (Map 12) reveal that the most dramatic increase in 
population density happened in the Arlington County of Virginia and its vicinity area. South and 
East corners of DC and the bordering area of DC and the Prince George County experienced 
serious decline in population density. The hot spot analysis of housing density change (Map 13) 
shows a similar pattern, except that the housing density increases in a statistically significant 
way in the entire part of DC to the north of the Washington River. Although the south segment 
of the Green Line seems to be located where densities declined, a more thorough analysis is 
needed before any conclusion on the connection between the Green Line and the densification 
outcomes is established. As we should be reminded before, the spatial analysis only presents 





















Map 13: Hot-spot analysis of the housing density change in Metropolitan Washington, 1990-
2010 
5.3 Denver 
 The spatial analysis of the densification effects of the D Line in Denver starts with 




shown below (Map 14 and Map 15), there is no particular densification pattern detected along 
the D Line. Population densification shows a fairly random pattern, while the largest increases 
in housing density seem to be concentrated at the center of the City of Denver. 
 Similar to what has been done to the Chicago and Washington cases, hot spot analysis 
tools are used to detect areas of significant change in densities. The results are quite 
informative (Map 16 and Map 17). Map 16 shows that the growth in population density was 
polarized in two parts, mostly outside of the City of Denver—the east suburbs gained lots of 
population while the west suburbs lost a large amount of residents. By contrast, Map 17 shows 
that the housing density has no statistically significant change in any particular area in the 
entire metropolitan region. In other words, the hot spot analysis result of housing density 
change yields no hot or cold spot; therefore, the entire map is in blank color—showing no blue 
or red area. In both cases, the neighborhoods along the D Line experienced no significant 
change over the twenty-year period—1990 to 2010. However, as emphasized in the previous 
two cases, a multivariate analysis is needed before we conclude on the causality between the D 

























5.4 Los Angeles 
 The map of the density change in population by blockgroup in the Los Angeles region 
(Map 18) shows a mosaic pattern of increased density and decreased density mixed all over the 
region. Although there is no clear spatial clustering of population densification, neighborhoods 
with the greatest density change seem to line up with rail transit corridors, including two of the 
targeted lines of this study: the Blue and the Green Line. The spatial pattern of housing density 
change in the Los Angeles region (Map 19) shows is no big change across the entire 
metropolitan area. For the twenty years from 1990 to 2010, the housing density of the most 
part of the region keeps almost unchanged, except for several small areas dispersed on the map 
showing increases (Red) or decreases (blue) in density.  
 The hot spot analysis shows some promising possibilities of densification in both 
population and housing along the targeted rail Lines. Map 20 shows that the neighborhoods 
along the Blue and Green Lines are part of the hot spots where the largest increases in 
population density are concentrated. Map 21, which presents the results of hot spot analysis of 
housing densification, shows that the neighborhoods around most part of the Red and Blue 
Lines experienced the largest increase in housing density over the 20-year period. Although we 
cannot infer from these observations that the rail lines caused the area densification, these 
illustrations at least show the spatial association between large densification and the locations 
























Summary of spatial analysis 
 Investigating the spatial pattern of density change in the region is the first step taken to 
analyze the densification effect of the new rail transit lines under study. For each case region, 
thematic maps of the change in population density and housing density are made to visualize 
the general densification trend. These maps help us identify the spatial pattern of densification 
across the region. Based on the thematic maps of densification trends, this study continues 
with hot spot analysis to figure out if there are spatial clusters of densification that is 
statistically higher or lower than the rest of the region. The resulting maps of hot spot analysis 
assists us to observe if there is higher densification near the newly constructed urban rail 
transit lines and stations than in other neighborhoods.  
 To sum up the findings from the spatial analysis described in this chapter, the spatial 
pattern of density change from 1990 to 2010 in the four case regions are as follows. In Chicago, 
there is notable densification of population along the Orange Line, the line under study, but the 
densification of housing does not show any association with urban rail lines. In Washington, 
D.C., densification of both population and housing is concentrated within the District and its 
close vicinity. We did not observe any spatial association between the Green Line, the line 
under study, and the densification of population and housing in the region. In Denver, the 
densification of population and housing shows a random pattern across the metropolitan area, 
therefore we could not associate the densification with the D Line, the line under study, or any 
particular fixed landmark in the region. In Los Angeles, most parts of the area along the lines 
under study show high levels of population and housing densification.  
 Even in the cases where we observe a spatial association between densification and the 
locations of the rail lines under study, it does not suggest any causation, because there might 
be other variables that also affect density change. To provide sufficient evidence on the causal 
relationship between the new rail service and area densification, as described in the research 
design chapter, we will apply a DID method with multivariate analysis to quantify and single out 
the impact of the rail lines from other factors. The results of such analysis will be presented in 




Chapter 6: Regression analysis: the densification effects and the interferences of contextual 
factors 
 The previous findings on spatial analysis yields visualization of the densification patterns 
across space. Now we have a sense of the spatial patterns of densification in each of the case 
regions, we can proceed with quantifying the densification effects of the targeted rail lines. This 
chapter presents the findings from the regression analysis with the difference-in-differences 
design proposed in Chapter 3. For each case region, we first present the actual neighborhoods 
in the treatment and control groups selected for the analysis. Then we compare the density 
change in the two groups and the descriptive statistics of the variables that are considered in 
the models. Lastly, the regression results on the best-fitted models are introduced and 
explanations are given. These findings shed light on the densification effects of urban rail transit 
and how the neighborhood factors may affect the densification effects.  
6.1 Chicago 
1) Sample selection 
 The most crucial step in using DID design to evaluate the causality between new rail 
transit investments and neighborhood densification is to identify the control group—
neighborhoods that serve as the counterfactuals of the treatment neighborhoods. As described 
in the research design chapter, this study used two different ways to define the “treatment” 
effect of urban rail transit and constructed two sets of models accordingly—the corridor models 
and the node models.  
 By the definition of corridor models in the research design of this study, neighborhoods 




The control group, by contrast, consisted of neighborhoods located within a half mile from the 




selection process of the counterfactual bus lines applied three criteria. First, the bus lines 
should run in the same direction and through similar urban forms as the lines under study. 
Second, the bus lines shall be outside of a half-mile buffer zone of all the rail transit lines in the 
area, to prevent any development impact caused by rail lines. In the case of Chicago, only bus 
#65 meets these two criteria and becomes the only counterfactual route of the Orange Line. 
 The node model is built upon the corridor model with a further criterion that only the 
neighborhoods located within a half mile from the stations on the lines under study made the 
treatment group. The control group only contained neighborhoods within a half mile from 
selected bus stops on the counterfactual bus line in the corridor models described above. The 
selection of these counterfactual bus stops followed two steps. First, the major stops listed on 
the time table of the counterfactual bus lines were first candidates. The rationale was that 
these stops which made to the time table should be important nodes along the route, thus 
sharing similar location significance as the rail stations on the lines under study. Second, a four-
to-six-minute spacing rule was applied to ensure that these counterfactual bus stops would 
have similar spacing as the rail line stations. Where the travel times from one bus stop to its 
two neighboring stops are both shorter than four minutes, this stop will be deleted. Where the 
travel time between two neighboring major stops was longer than eight minutes, an 
intermediate bus stop will be added. After these two steps, the counterfactual bus stops were 









 As Map 22 shows, the corridor model and the node model have the control groups 
defined based on the only selected counterfactual bus line #65, which runs from downtown 
Chicago towards the northwest suburb—a completely different geographic area than the 
neighborhoods that Orange Line serves.  Due to historic reasons, South Chicago neighborhoods 
are overall much different than North Chicago neighborhoods in terms of such dimensions as 
demographics, income, and housing stock (Maly, 2000). Therefore, using neighborhoods in the 
north side as the control group for the neighborhoods in the south side may lead to bias in the 
analysis results on the densification effects.  
 To avoid the bias caused by the differences between the north and the south parts of 
the city, for the specific case of Chicago, this study also constructed a third model—the 
neighborhood model to measure the impacts of the Orange Line on density. In the 
neighborhood model, the treatment group is defined in the same way as in the corridor model, 
while the control group is defined as the neighborhoods located in “vicinity communities” but 
farther than half a mile from the Orange Line. Using vicinity as the criterion to construct control 
and treatment groups is a common practice in many previous studies that evaluated the 
neighborhood impacts of rail transit projects (Bollinger & Ihlanfeldt, 1997; Bowes & Ihlanfeldt, 
2001; Cervero & Landis, 1997; Gatzlaff & Smith, 1993; Hass-Klau, Crampton, & Benjari, 2004; 
Hess & Almeida, 2007; Landis, et al., 1995; Litman, 2004; A. C. Nelson, 1992; Parsons 
Brinckerhoff, 2001). Here in the case of the Chicago, vicinity communities include the following 
(in the order of geographic location, clockwise from the northeast corner of the area): Lower 
West Side, Bridgeport, McKinley Park, New City, Gage Park, Chicago Lawn, West Lawn, Clearing, 






Map 23: The selected communities in the neighborhood model of the Orange Line case in 
Chicago 
 If the wealthier northern part of Chicago led to more densification than the southern 
part, we would have underestimated the densification effects of the Orange Line using the 




However, we may also have attenuation bias from the neighborhood model constructed here if 
the actual impact range of the Orange Line is farther than a half mile from the line. In any one 
of the three models, if we did observe densification effects, the actual magnitude of the effects 
would be even larger than our estimates.  
2) Mean comparison  
 Now that the control groups and the treatment groups are assigned, we can first 
compare the population and housing density trend in those groups (Figure 6 and Figure 7) 
before applying the regression analysis to estimate the densification effects or the Orange Line. 
 
Figure 6: Comparison of the population density change in control and treatment groups of the 
three models, the case of Chicago Orange Line, 1990-2010 
 Figure 6 shows a clear pattern that the treatment groups experienced more increase in 
population density than the control groups, in all three different models. By contrast, Figure 7 
shows that the housing density change did not vary much between the control groups and 
treatment groups in the corridor and node models. Only a slightly higher housing densification 
presents in the treatment group than the in the control group of the neighborhood model. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of the housing density change in control and treatment groups of the 
three models, the case of Chicago Orange Line, 1990-2010 
3) Regression results 
 To carry out the regression models proposed in Chapter 3, this study uses the SPSS 
software to test different models and find the best-fitted ones according to the procedures 
described in Section 3.4, Part II(3). The models start with a rich set of variables that fall in four 
categories: treatment dummies, station features, neighborhood factors (including geographic 
features and socio-economic features), and the interaction terms between treatment dummies 
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Table 4: The descriptive statistics of the variables in the regression models, the Chicago case 




Change in population 
density, 1990-2010 
persons per 
square miles 342 46671.35 -29742.53 16928.82 708.76 7386.06 
Change in housing 
density, 1990-2010 
units per 
square miles 342 18040.11 -10141.54 7898.57 152.42 1771.72 
Station features 
Distance from 
downtown miles 342 9.37 1.99 11.36 6.88 2.17 
Fare to downtown by 
rail transit 2010 Dollars 342 0.00 2.25 2.25 2.25 0.00 
Total parking spots spots 342 390.00 0.00 390.00 202.58 116.96 
Age of the station as of 
2010 years  0.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 0.00 
Accessibility to jobs by 
transit  342 411764.60 0 411764.60 32423.37 69927.60 
Pre-project neighborhood conditions in 1990 
Population density persons per square miles 342 75644.20 641.97 76286.17 17023.35 9996.19 
Housing density units per square miles 342 20289.32 108.45 20397.77 5904.73 3063.95 
Total population persons 342 5499.00 116.00 5615.00 1069.10 536.25 
Total number of 
housing units  units 342 932.00 46.00 978.00 368.62 141.70 
Percentage of African-
Americans   342 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.12 0.28 
Percentage of non-
citizens   342 0.74 0.00 0.74 0.15 0.13 
Unemployment rate   342 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.10 0.08 
Poverty rate   342 0.73 0.00 0.73 0.15 0.14 
Average household 
income  1989 Dollars 342 62466.00 12240.00 74706.00 31587.66 7382.45 
Number of detached 
single family housing 
units 
units 342 487.00 0.00 487.00 143.42 103.00 
Median value for 
specified owner-
occupied housing units  
1989 Dollars 337 138101.00 14999.00 153100.00 62489.31 18524.84 
Average gross rent for 
specified renter-
occupied housing units  
1989 Dollars 335 630.00 195.00 825.00 426.54 79.79 





 The “stepwise” method is used to filter the independent variables and keep only the 
ones that are at least statistically significant at the 0.10 level in each model. To make the 
coefficients comparable between the corridor and node models as well as population and 
housing densification models, this study synthesizes all four models for each case region and 
constructs a composite model structure that contains all the independent variables that are 
statistically significant in at least one of the four sub-models.  
 The regression results from the models on population density are presented in Table 5. 
Panel A reports the results from the corridor model; Panel B reports the results from the node 
model; Panel C reports the results from the neighborhood model. The results show that “being 
within a half mile from either the station or the route of the Orange Line” (Variable T1) is only 
marginally significant (at 0.10 level) in having a direct impact on increasing population density 
in the nearby neighborhoods. Nevertheless, the signs of the coefficients on this variable are all 
positive. While being even closer (within a quarter mile from the Orange Line) seems to lead to 
less population densification, the coefficient is not statistically significant. This suggests that the 
Orange Line did not present significant nuisance effect in close-by areas. 
 In terms of the interaction terms, all three models report that the interaction of T1 and 
population density in 1990 has statistically significant impact on neighborhood density change 
over time. The positive sign of the coefficients show that a higher density in the neighborhoods 
before the rail transit is built promotes the densification effects of the new line. Meanwhile, the 
neighborhood population density in 1990 also has direct impact on density change over time. It 
is not surprising to see that the coefficient on population density in 1990 has a negative sign, 
which means that the higher the initial population density is in the neighborhood, the less likely 
the area will continue to densify over time—consistent with previous findings. However, 
combining the direct impact of pre-project population density (-0.06 in the corridor and node 
models and -0.32 in the neighborhood model) and the indirect impact through the interaction 
with treatment dummy (0.16, 0.08, and 0.42 in the three models, respectively), we find that the 
combined effect of the pre-project population density on population densification is positive 




neighborhood is within the impact range of the rail transit, dense neighborhoods would actually 
continue to attract more population. One explanation to this is the agglomeration effect—
neighborhoods with a considerable density before the rail project was constructed have an 





Table 5: Regression results on population density change, the Chicago case 
 
A: Corridor Model B: Node Model C: Neighborhood Model 
Coefficient Beta Sig. Coefficient Beta Sig. Coefficient Beta Sig. 
Treatment dummies 
  
   
 
   
Within a half mile from rail (T1) 14888.15 1.00 * 22726.47 1.50 * 10416.66 0.60  * 
Within a quarter mile from rail -603.28 -0.02   -872.69 -0.03   -603.28 -0.01   
Station features 
  
   
 
   
Total parking spots -7.49 -0.13   -1.06 -0.02   -7.49 -0.10   
Transit accessibility to jobs 0.00 -0.02   -0.01 -0.13   0.00 -0.01   
Neighborhood factors 
  
   
 
   
Distance in miles from Downtown  1177.55 0.32 *** 2044.69 0.58  198.23 0.06   
Within the city boundary of Chicago 9890.77 0.14 * 9324.30 0.17 ***    
Neighborhood population Density in 1990  -0.06 -0.11   -0.06 -0.11 *** -0.32 -0.44 *** 
Percentage of African-Americans in 1990  -4906.59 -0.18 ** -7412.78 -0.24 *** -4279.00 -0.16 *** 
Poverty rate in 1990  -482.78 -0.01   -9816.94 -0.19 *** -16199.69 -0.30 *** 
Average household income in 1990  0.32 0.36  0.41 0.52   -0.09 -0.09   
Total single family housing units in 1990 -5.81 -0.06 * -29.84 -0.33   -6.41 -0.09   
Interaction terms 
  
   
 
   
T1X distance from downtown -53.54 -0.02   -1110.30 -0.47   -925.79 -0.33   
T1X population density in 1990 0.16 0.19  ** 0.08 0.09 *** 0.42 0.43 *** 
T1X percentage of African-Americans in 1990 -3156.04 -0.02   -1433.44 -0.00   -3783.63 -0.02   
T1X poverty rate in 1990 -7258.05 -0.09   -15189.45 -0.16   -8458.86 -0.08   
T1X Average household income in 1990 -0.39 -0.82   -0.52 -1.09   -0.03 -0.06   
T1X single family housing units in 1990 2.08 0.02   29.49 0.35   2.68 0.02   
R-squared 0.335 0.361 0.378 
Adjusted R-squared 0.264 0.242 0.347 
Number of observations 176 108 341 





 Also, it is worth noting that the coefficients on the treatment variables of the 
neighborhood model did not differ a lot from the corridor or the node models, which means 
that choosing different control groups did not affect the measures of the treatment effects to a 
large extent. All three models explain about a third of the total variation in the dependent 
variable, with an R-square value from 0.33 to 0.38, which is pretty good considering the 
parsimony of the models. 
 The regression models on housing density change in the Chicago region are presented in 
Table 6. There are some similarities between the regression results on housing densification 
and that on population densification. On one hand, the treatment dummies are again not 
statistically significant in any of the models. On the other hand, the interaction term between 
the treatment dummy and the pre-transit density in the neighborhood is consistently significant 
across all three models, suggesting that the pre-transit density is a strong factor that influences 




Table 6: Regression results on housing density change, the Chicago region 
 
A: Corridor Model B: Node Model C: Neighborhood Model 
Coefficient Beta Sig. Coefficient Beta Sig. Coefficient Beta Sig. 
Treatment dummies 
  
   
 
   
Within a half mile from rail (T1) 4749.05 1.07   3246.94 0.64  -376.32 -0.09   
Within a quarter mile from rail 114.31 0.01   97.19 0.01   114.31 0.01   
Station features 
  
   
 
   
Total parking spots -0.91 -0.05   -0.59 -0.03   -0.91 -0.05   
Transit accessibility to jobs 0.00 -0.02   0.01 0.20   0.00 -0.02   
Neighborhood factors 
  
   
 
   
Distance in miles from Downtown  222.64 0.20 ** 455.03 0.39  3.40 0.00   
Within the city boundary of Chicago 2272.06 0.11   1981.06 0.11 ***    
Neighborhood housing density in 1990  -0.16 -0.62 *** -0.16 -0.67 *** -0.13 -0.23 *** 
Percentage of African-Americans in 1990  -549.81 -0.07   -872.78 -0.09 * -1161.92 -0.18 *** 
Poverty rate in 1990  -663.80 0.04   -1997.80 0.12   -2371.26 -0.18 * 
Average household income in 1990  0.03 0.13   0.05 0.20   -0.02 -0.07   
Total single family housing units in 1990 -2.24 -0.08 * -10.04 -0.33   -2.12 -0.12   
Interaction terms 
  
   
 
   
T1X distance from downtown -268.46 -0.38   -304.86 -0.39   -49.23 -0.07   
T1X housing density in 1990 0.18 0.19 * 0.20 0.27  * 0.17 0.28 ** 
T1X percentage of African-Americans in 1990 -5128.03 -0.12   -84.98 -0.00   -4515.92 -0.10   
T1X poverty rate in 1990 -911.79 -0.04   -321.49 0.01   -2123.27 0.08   
T1X Average household income in 1990 -0.06 -0.41   -0.04 -0.23 *** -0.01 -0.05   
T1X single family housing units in 1990 0.84 0.03   7.47 0.27   0.72 0.03   
R-squared 0.434 0.535 0.140 
Adjusted R-squared 0.373 0.448 0.098 
Number of observations 176 108 341 




6.2 Washington, D.C. 
1) Sample selection 
 Following the procedures described in Chapter 3, four bus lines are selected as the 
counterfactual bus lines for the Green Line in the Washington, D.C. region, which are P17/18/19, 
J11/12/13, 84/85, and R1/2/5. In addition, the parts of those bus lines outside ten miles from 
the city center of Washington, D.C. are trimmed off. The rationale of doing this is that a ten-
mile radius from city center defines a service region that is similar to where the most remote 
station on the Green Line is located. After the counterfactual bus lines are selected for the 
corridor model, counterfactual bus stops for the node model are chosen following the rules 
described in Chapter 3. Map 24 shows the locations of these counterfactual bus lines and stops 









2) Mean comparison  
 To have an overview of the comparison between the density trends in the two groups of 
the selected samples, we compared the sample means of population and housing density 
changes in the control and treatment groups, respectively (Figure 8).  
 
 
Figure 8: Comparison of the density trend in control and treatment groups of the two models 
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(A) Population Density 













































Corridor Model                                            Node Model 
(B) Housing Density 




 The results of simple mean comparison show no significant difference between the two 
groups. The population density even increased slightly more in the control groups than in the 
treatment groups. However, due to the absence of other controlling factors, such results do not 
necessarily mean that the Green Line has no densification effect on population or housing in 
the nearby neighborhoods. We need to proceed to use the proposed DID method and 
multivariate regression models to control for other factors and separate the impacts of the 
Green Line from other variables. The key is to compare the current densification results with 
the “what-if” scenarios—if the Green Line were not built here, would the density of the area be 
even lower than it is now? 
3) Regression results 
 We started from the same set of candidate variables as the one used in the analysis of 
the Chicago case. The descriptive statistics of these variables for the selected sample of the 
Washington, D.C. case are listed in Table 7 on the next page. 
 It is noteworthy that the average population density change and the average housing 
density change of the neighborhoods in the selected sample are both negative, which suggests 
a declining trend in these districts. In this case, even if the Green Line has induced densification 
effects in the surrounding neighborhood, it is very likely that the density in those 
neighborhoods still declined between 1990 and 2010. Again, the key is to compare the current 
densification results with the “what-if” scenarios—if the Green Line were not built here, would 






Table 7: The descriptive statistics of the variables in the regression models, the Washington case 




Change in population 
density, 1990-2010 
persons per 
square miles 290 31728.72 -17814.30 13914.42 -405.91 3782.88 
Change in housing 
density, 1990-2010 
units per 
square miles 290 17872.73 -8001.32 9871.42 -52.28 1502.98 
Station features 
Distance from 
downtown miles 291 9.95 1.66 11.61 6.08 2.18 
Fare to downtown by 
rail transit 2010 Dollars 120 2.35 1.95 4.30 3.02 0.61 
Total parking spots spots 120 3858.00 0.00 3858.00 1221.78 1134.79 
Age of the station as of 
2010 years 120 17.00 0.00 17.00 4.87 6.41 
Accessibility to jobs by 
transit  281 83233.58 0 83233.58 3130.48 8651.75 
Pre-project neighborhood conditions in 1990 
Population density persons per square miles 290 35231.03 234.68 35465.71 8788.81 6587.46 
Housing density units per square miles 291 18421.56 0.00 18421.56 3671.88 3192.01 
Total population persons 291 8646.00 70.00 8716.00 1520.32 1204.24 
Total number of 
housing units  units 291 2986.00 0.00 2986.00 628.14 545.58 
Percentage of African-
Americans   291 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.45 0.38 
Percentage of non-
citizens   291 0.71 0.00 0.71 0.10 0.12 
Unemployment rate   291 0.59 0.00 0.59 0.06 0.07 
Poverty rate   291 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.10 0.12 
Average household 
income  1989 Dollars 290 204609.00 2106.00 206715.00 53211.48 31472.23 
Number of detached 
single family housing 
units 
units 291 1073.00 0.00 1073.00 216.14 198.44 
Median value for 
specified owner-
occupied housing units  
1989 Dollars 277 453901.00 46100.00 500001.00 169115.55 103830.54 
Average gross rent for 
specified renter-
occupied housing units  
1989 Dollars 279 1368.00 182.00 1550.00 740.83 297.86 





 Table 8 summarizes the results of the regression models on population density change, 
including both the corridor model and the node model. Overall, the treatment of being within a 
half mile from the Green Line has a statistically significant and direct effect on increasing 
population density of the neighborhoods. Moreover, the direct effects of the treatment 
dummies on the population density increase are more prominent—both in terms of magnitude 
and statistical significance—in the node models than in the corridor models. This suggests that 
the access to stations plays a more important role than the proximity to the rail line in the 
densification of population in the nearby neighborhoods. Being even closer to the Green Line 
(e.g. within ¼ mile) seems to hinder population densification but the coefficient is not 
statistically significant. 
 The treatment dummy variable also has indirect impacts on population densification 
through its interaction with the following neighborhood factors: distance from downtown (-, 
significant in corridor model only), pre-project population density (+, significant in corridor 
model only), share of African-Americans (-), poverty rate (-, significant in node model only), and 
average household income (-, significant in node model only). Downtown stations have more 
premier locations than those stations farther away, which amplifies the increased accessibility 
and attractiveness of the station-area neighborhoods among potential population, thus 
bringing more population densification. If a neighborhood has already been built quite densely, 
there is not much room for further densification—a result consistent with what is found in the 
Chicago case. However, it is worth mentioning that neighborhoods closer to downtown usually 
have quite high population density before development of the rail line—leaving less potential 
for more densification. Therefore, the location advantage in promoting densification effect 





Table 8: Regression results on population density change, the Washington, D.C. region 
Independent Variables 
Dependent variable: population density change , 1990-2010 
(persons per square miles) 
(1) Corridor model (2) Node model 
Coefficient 
Standardized 




      Within 1/2 mile from rail (T1) 13053.87 1.31 ** 36177.46 3.23 *** 
Within 1/4 mile from rail -2511.61 -0.11   -2561.58 -0.13   
Station features 
      T1 X Total parking spots at station 1.81 0.32 ** 2.41 0.36 ** 
T1 X Accessibility to jobs by transit -0.03 -0.06   -0.11 -0.26   
Neighborhood factors 
      Distance from the station -619.33 -0.14 * -593.96 -0.12   
Distance from downtown 0.51 0.00   -77.15 -0.04   
Within the boundary of DC -1620.12 -0.20 ** -2166.79 -0.24 ** 
Population density in 1990 -0.45 -0.79 *** -0.48 -0.78 *** 
Total population in 1990 0.98 0.32 *** 1.09 0.33 *** 
% African-American population in 1990 -481.89 -0.05   -565.05 -0.05   
Poverty rate in 1990 5905.05 0.18   5526.75 0.17   
Average household income in 1990 -0.01 -0.05   -0.01 -0.04   
Total single family housing units in 1990 -4.56 -0.24 *** -4.63 -0.21 ** 
Interaction terms 
      T1 X Distance from the station  -1030.48 -0.06   -11773.05 -0.37   
T1 X Distance from downtown  -2146.88 -1.28 *** -3407.27 -1.74 *** 
T1 X Population density in 1990 0.16 0.23 * 0.01 0.01   
T1 X % African-Americans in 1990 -5598.54 -0.42 ** -11847.46 -0.79 *** 
T1 X Poverty rate in 1990 -10803.36 -0.33 ** -16815.91 -0.51 ** 
T1 X Ave. household income in 1990 -0.02 -0.06   -0.14 -0.47   
T1 X Total single family housing units in 1990 2.60 0.07   -1.63 -0.04   
R-squared 0.440 0.526 
Adjusted R-squared 0.397 0.461 
Number of observations 277 166 
***Significant at the 0.001 level; **significant at the 0.05 level; * significant at the 0.1 level. 
 Having concentrated African-American population or high poverty rate in the 
neighborhood seems to hinder the densification effects of the rail project as well, which is 
probably due to the negative image associated with these factors. However, controlling for 




likely to densify in population. One explanation is that high-income neighborhoods are usually 
less likely to embrace densification. 
 Other common neighborhood factors in the two models that are relevant to population 
densification but are not interacted with the treatment dummy include: distance from the 
closest rail station (-), within the boundary of the central city (-), pre-project population density 
(-), total population (+) and total number of single family housing units (-). The last one is of 
particular interest to this study. The total number of single family housing units in the 
neighborhood is a proxy indicator of the strength of neighborhood opposition to densification, 
because low-density single family housing owners are more likely to go against dense 
development than renters or owners of multi-family housing. Another explanation is that the 
prevalence of single-family housing units in a neighborhood usually means that the area is 
largely zoned to be low-density residential use, which usually restricts dense development in 
the area. 
 The model results on the housing density change showed a quite different story: the 
treatment dummies are not significant in either the corridor or the node model (Table 9). But 
the results on the corridor model show that being close to the Green Line may have an indirect 
impact on densification through its interaction with the pre-project housing density in the 
neighborhood. Although the direct impact of pre-project housing density is that higher pre-
project density leads to less densification, being in the impact range of the Green Line can 





Table 9: Regression results on housing density change, the Washington, D.C. region 
Independent Variables 
Dependent variable: housing density change , 1990-2010 
(housing units per square miles) 
(1) Corridor model (2) Node model 
Coefficient 
Standardized 




      Within 1/2 mile from rail (T1) -3622.14 -0.99   -3379.23 -0.84   
Within 1/4 mile from rail -888.26 -0.11   5.78 0.00   
Station features 
      T1 X Total parking spots at station -0.33 -0.16   -0.48 -0.20   
T1 X Accessibility to jobs by transit 0.00 -0.03   -0.02 -0.12   
Neighborhood factors 
      Distance from the station -161.44 -0.10   -178.92 -0.10   
Distance from downtown -26.42 -0.04   -46.06 -0.07   
Within the boundary of DC -191.76 -0.06   -317.38 -0.10   
Housing density in 1990 -0.16 -0.77 *** -0.18 -0.81 *** 
Total population in 1990 0.22 0.20 *** 0.25 0.21 ** 
% African-American population in 1990 218.86 0.06   284.51 0.07   
Poverty rate in 1990 2677.07 0.22 * 4187.38 0.36 ** 
Average household income in 1990 0.00 -0.01   0.00 0.03   
Total single family housing units in 1990 -1.40 -0.20 *** -1.42 -0.17 * 
Interaction terms 
      T1 X Distance from the station -583.63 -0.09   2501.83 0.22   
T1 X Distance from downtown 265.92 0.43   167.07 0.24   
T1 X Housing density in 1990 0.15 0.26 ** 0.14 0.23   
T1 X % African-Americans in 1990 -68.32 -0.01   -660.86 -0.12   
T1 X Poverty rate in 1990 637.92 0.05   -238.33 -0.02   
T1 X Ave. household income in 1990 0.04 0.42   0.03 0.27   
T1 X Total single family housing units in 1990 0.88 0.07   1.70 0.12   
R-squared 0.347 0.403 
Adjusted R-squared 0.296 0.322 
Number of observations 277 166 
***Significant at the 0.001 level; **significant at the 0.05 level; * significant at the 0.1 level. 
 Comparing the results from the two tables (Table 8 and Table 9), the findings suggest 
that the Green Line imposes both direct and indirect impacts on population densification but 
only marginal indirect impacts on housing densification. In other words, there seems to be a 




 Usually, as the conceptual framework of densification mechanisms (Figure 5) in Chapter 
3 describes, population densification in an area will lead to increased housing demand, which 
will then lead to increased housing supply—namely, housing densification—in the area. 
However, the planning process, land assembly and the construction of housing development 
usually takes years. Therefore, one explanation to the mismatch is that there is simply a time 
lag between population densification and housing densification to follow. If this holds true, 
housing densification should catch up with population densification in the end and the supply 
and demand of housing should reach a new equilibrium. 
 Another explanation, according to the conceptual framework, is that housing 
densification is not allowed to happen due to certain land use constraints. If that is the case, 
then the mismatch between population and housing densification suggests that certain land 
use regulations may have hindered the possible housing development needed to accommodate 
the increased population in the area.  
6.3 Denver 
1) Sample selection 
 The steps of selecting the sample for using the DID models to evaluate the densification 
effects of the D Line are very similar to the ones taken in the Chicago or the Washington case, 
except for one more step—to exclude the downtown area from the analysis. Downtown is such 
a unique place that its development pattern differs quite a lot from the rest neighborhoods in 
the metropolitan region; therefore, it would not be reasonable to compare station areas within 
downtown with other neighborhoods in the region. For the ease of spatial analysis, this study 
defines the territory of downtown Denver as the area within 1.5 miles from the central rail 
station—16th & Stout. The selection of the 1.5-mile radius is based on 1) the current boundary 
of Downtown Partnership4 and 2) the analysis of the spatial distribution of job density as of 
Year 2008. Map 25 on the next page shows the kernel density of jobs in the metropolitan region. 
                                                          





A 1.5-mile buffer zone seems to embrace the part where the highest concentration of 
employment is located—the working definition of downtown Denver in this study.   
 After excluding the downtown area, this study selects neighborhoods for a corridor 
model and a node model to evaluate the densification effects of the D Line in Denver. The 
construction of the control groups and the selection of counterfactual bus lines and stations 
were almost identical to that of the Chicago and the Washington case. First, we select bus lines 
that go in a radial fashion from downtown to the suburbs, similar to the way of rail D Line. Then, 
among all the bus lines that meet the first criterion, the lines with higher ridership were 
selected. In addition, we also remove the bus stations farther than ten miles from the center of 
downtown, a distance that is similar to where the most remote station on the D Line is located. 
Following the procedure described above, seven bus lines are selected as the counterfactual 
bus lines, which are 15, 16, 30, 3L, 44, 8, 83L.  The neighborhoods within a half mile along these 
lines make the control group in the corridor model, while the neighborhoods within a half mile 















 For the corridor model, the treatment group is consisted of the neighborhoods within a 
half mile around the D Line stations, while the control group is consisted of the neighborhoods 
within a half mile around the counterfactual bus stops on the counterfactual bus lines selected 
above. Similar to the procedure described in the Chicago and Washington cases, we first pick 
the major stops on the timetable of each counterfactual bus line as the candidates. Then a four-
to-six-minute spacing rule was applied to ensure that the counterfactual bus stops would have 
similar spacing as the D Line stations do. The finalized counterfactual bus stops used in the 
node model are shown in Map 26 on the next page, which also shows the counterfactual bus 
lines used in the corridor model. 
2) Mean comparison  
 After selecting the control groups and the treatment groups in the two types of models, 
we can compare the population and housing density trend in those groups (Figure 9) to 
overview the density comparison between the transit-served and non-transit-served 
neighborhood groups.   
 The results of simple mean comparison show a clear contrast between the trends in 
population and housing densification of the control and the treatment groups. Population 
density seems to increase slightly more in the control groups than in the treatment groups, 
while housing density seems to increase more in the treatment groups than in the control 
groups. Whether such difference is statistically significant, and whether such difference is 
caused by the rail transit, however, can only be revealed in the next section, using the proposed 






Figure 9: Comparison of the density trend in control and treatment groups of the two models 
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(A) Population density 
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Corridor model                        Node model 
(B) Housing density 
Change, 1990-2010 




3) Regression results 
 Table 10 below presents the descriptive statistics of the variables to test in the models. 
Table 10: The descriptive statistics of the variables in the regression models, the Denver case 




Change in population 
density, 1990-2010 
persons per 
square miles 452 27394.15 -9287.47 18106.68 883.39 3130.73 
Change in housing 
density, 1990-2010 
units per 
square miles 452 17503.27 -8203.44 9299.83 189.84 1743.97 
Station features 
Distance from downtown miles 452 12.25 0.00 12.25 4.58 2.98 
Fare to downtown by rail 
transit 2010 Dollars 452 1.75 2.25 4.00 2.34 0.38 
Total parking spots spots 452 1248.00 0.00 1248.00 204.48 402.33 
Age of the station as of 
2010 years 452 6.00 10.00 16.00 15.22 2.02 
Accessibility to jobs by 
transit  452 73829.66 0 73829.66 3461.9118 10997.72 
Pre-project neighborhood conditions in 1990 
Population density persons per square miles 452 32851.05 279.37 33130.42 7149.88 5520.80 
Housing density units per square miles 452 29361.09 0.00 29361.09 4316.87 4915.74 
Total population persons 452 2972.00 48.00 3020.00 872.55 462.17 
Total number of housing 
units  units 452 2465.00 0.00 2465.00 452.20 275.03 
Percentage of African-
Americans   452 0.96 0.00 0.96 0.12 0.18 
Percentage of non-
citizens   452 0.37 0.00 0.37 0.04 0.06 
Unemployment rate   452 0.56 0.00 0.56 0.08 0.08 
Poverty rate   452 0.84 0.00 0.84 0.19 0.17 
Average household 
income  1989 Dollars 451 140644.00 5507.00 146151.00 30817.31 17212.18 
Number of detached 
single family housing 
units 
units 452 644.00 0.00 644.00 175.58 132.95 
Median value for 
specified owner-occupied 
housing units  
1989 Dollars 414 332500.00 31400.00 363900.00 81288.89 42213.69 
Average gross rent for 
specified renter-occupied 
housing units  
1989 Dollars 444 1370.00 103.00 1473.00 438.80 153.35 





 Applying the DID method described in Chapter 3 to the samples selected above, we 
come up with the regression results on the density change in population (Table 11) and housing 
(Table 12). Unfortunately, the treatment variables, whether a neighborhood is within a half 
mile from the D Line (corridor models) or the stations on the D Line (node models), appear to 
have negative coefficients in all models, although they are not no statistical significant. This 
suggests that the proximity to the D Line has no direct impact on promoting densification in the 
neighborhoods. The only interaction terms that shows statistical significance in all models is the 






Table 11: Regression results on population density change, the Denver case 
Independent variables 
Dependent variable: Change in population density,  
1990-2010 (persons per square miles) 
(1) corridor model (2) node model 
Coefficient 
Standardized 
Coefficient Sig. Coefficient 
Standardized 
Coefficient Sig. 
Treatment variables       
Within a half mile from rail (T1) 
Within a quarter mile from rail 
-1562.87 -0.18   -9173.64 -1.14   
-775.08 -0.08   -2293.35 -0.27   
Station features 
      T1 X Total parking spots -0.16 -0.01  -0.46 -0.02  
T1 X Years of operation as of 2010 66.97 0.11   478.91 0.88   
T1 X Accessibility to jobs by transit 0.03 0.12   0.05 0.20   
Neighborhood factors 
      Distance in miles from downtown -89.38 -0.08  -140.38 -0.13  
Within the city boundary of Denver -437.71 -0.07   282.80 0.04   
Neighborhood population density in 1990 -0.10 -0.17 *** -0.13 -0.24 *** 
Percentage of African-Americans in 1990 3897.87 0.22 *** 2290.30 0.14   
Poverty rate in 1990 -2676.05 -0.14 * -3369.36 -0.18   
Average household income in 1990  -0.03 -0.15 ** -0.02 -0.11   
Single family housing units in 1990 -4.00 -0.17 *** -6.47 -0.25 *** 
Interaction terms 
      T1X distance from downtown -89.25 -0.05   445.22 0.21   
T1X population density in 1990 -0.35 -0.33 *** -0.31 -0.31 ** 
T1X Percentage of African-Americans in 1990 -2853.32 -0.10   -1667.21 -0.07   
T1X poverty rate in 1990 1726.02 0.07   3210.33 0.17   
T1X average household income in 1990 0.02 0.07   0.02 0.06   
T1X single family housing units in 1990 7.05 0.14   11.90 0.23   
R-squared .140 .139 
Adjusted R-squared .104 .069 
Number of observations 450 239 




 Table 12: Regression results from the final DID models on the density change in 
population and housing, the case of the D Line in Denver 
Independent variables 
Dependent variable: Change in housing density, 1990-2010 
 (housing units per square miles) 
(1) corridor model (2) node model 
Coefficient 
Standardized 
Coefficient Sig. Coefficient 
Standardized 
Coefficient Sig. 
Treatment variables       
Within a half mile from rail (T1) 
Within a quarter mile from rail 
-2580.45 -0.54   -4962.81 -1.04   
-235.88 -0.04   -935.96 -0.19   
Station features 
      T1 X Total parking spots -0.38 -0.04  -0.51 -0.04  
T1 X Years of operation as of 2010 93.52 0.28   277.52 0.86   
T1 X Accessibility to jobs by transit 0.06 0.39 *** 0.06 0.43 ** 
Neighborhood factors 
      Distance in miles from downtown -95.11 -0.16 ** -145.73 -0.23 * 
Within the city boundary of Denver 90.89 0.03   0.52 0.00   
Housing density in 1990 -0.13 -0.37 *** -0.14 -0.40 *** 
Percentage of African-Americans in 1990 394.90 0.04   213.53 0.02   
Poverty rate in 1990 -2092.31 -0.20 *** -1833.66 -0.17   
Average household income in 1990  -0.01 -0.07   0.00 0.03   
Single family housing units in 1990 -2.57 -0.20 *** -4.13 -0.26 *** 
Interaction terms 
      T1X distance from downtown 140.17 0.14   303.21 0.24   
T1X housing density in 1990 -0.36 -0.39 *** -0.35 -0.34 *** 
T1X Percentage of African-Americans in 1990 -609.50 -0.04   -1086.92 -0.08   
T1X poverty rate in 1990 1227.24 0.10   1415.34 0.12   
T1X average household income in 1990 0.00 -0.01   -0.02 -0.08   
T1X single family housing units in 1990 4.44 0.16 
 
6.83 0.22   
R-squared .209 .204 
Adjusted R-squared .176 .139 
Number of observations 450 239 
***Significant at the 0.001 level; **significant at the 0.05 level; * significant at the 0.1 level. 
 For both population and housing densification, high pre-project density and high 
poverty rate both tend to mitigate the densification in the neighborhood, which is consistent 
with the findings from the Chicago and Washington. 
 Another finding consistent with that from the Washington case is that the presence of a 
large number of detached single-family housing units present in the neighborhood tends to 




opposition to density and the prevalence of low-density single-family housing zoning are two 
possible reasons behind this phenomenon.  
6.4 Los Angeles 
1) Sample selection 
 The selection process of the treatment neighborhoods and the counterfactual 
neighborhoods the Los Angeles case is very similar to that of the Denver case.  
 Since there are three rail lines that this study tries to investigate in the Los Angeles case, 
and each line runs in a different part and direction, we took separate steps to make the 
selection of counterfactual bus lines for each line. For example, the Red Line runs from 
downtown Los Angeles to the northwest side of the region, therefore, its counterfactual bus 
lines should run in the same part. The Blue Line expands from downtown to the south side of 
the region, its counterfactual bus lines should go in the same direction as well. Among all the 
bus lines that show similar geographic locations as the rail lines under study, those with higher 
ridership are selected. Following these criteria, this study chooses six bus lines as 
counterfactuals to the three rail lines under study in the Los Angeles case (Map 27). Bus lines 16 
and 33 are the counterfactuals for the Red Line. Bus lines 45 and 60 are the counterfactuals for 









 In the station models, the control group only contains neighborhoods within a half mile 
from selected bus stops on those selected counterfactual bus lines in the corridor models 
described above. The selection of these counterfactual bus stops starts with selecting the time 
points on the schedule table of each counterfactual bus line. Then additional stops are 
manually added when the distance between two time points on the counterfactual bus line is 
much farther than the station spacing on the parallel rail line under study. This is to ensure that 
these counterfactual bus stops would have similar spacing as the rail line stations. The finalized 
counterfactual bus stops are shown in Map 27 above. 
 One last step in the sample selection for the Los Angeles case is to exclude the 
downtown area from the analysis, just as what has been done in the Denver case. The rationale, 
as stated before, is to avoid the “apple-to-orange” comparison between downtown 
neighborhoods and other neighborhoods in the metropolitan region. Using the same technique 
applied in the Denver case, this study collects employment data from Year 2008 and calculates 
the kernel density of jobs in metropolitan Los Angeles (Map 28). The results show that the jobs 
are concentrated within the 2-mile radius area around the Metro Center rail station. That area 









2) Mean comparison 
 As in all other three cases, after selecting the control groups and the treatment groups 
in the two types of models, we first compare the population and housing density trend in those 
groups (Figure 10) to overview the density comparison between the transit-served and non-
transit-served neighborhood groups.   
 Before the transit lines were introduced, the average density in the treatment 
neighborhoods is higher than the average density in the control neighborhoods in 1990, both in 
terms of population and housing densities. The changes in population density in the two groups 
over the twenty years after 1990 seem to be almost the same. The change in housing density in 
the treatment neighborhoods, however, is more than double of the housing density change in 
the control neighborhoods. These findings show a potential of densification effects of the rail 
lines on housing rather than population in the Los Angeles region. We will continue with 
multivariate regression analysis to control for other factors and reveal the causality between 







Figure 10: Comparison of the density trend in control and treatment groups of the two 
models for the case of the Los Angeles region 
3) Regression analysis 
 Following the same routine as in the other cases, we start with the same set of the four 
categories of variables to be included in the regression analysis. The descriptive statistics of 
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Corridor model                               Node model 
(B) Housing density 
Change, 1990-2010 




Table 13: The descriptive statistics of the variables in the regressions, the Los Angeles case 




Change in population 
density, 1990-2010 
persons per 
square miles 812 43469.67 -14742.71 28726.96 936.08 4987.37 
Change in housing density, 
1990-2010 
units per 
square miles 812 18594.62 -6027.04 12567.59 453.49 1487.83 
Station features 
Distance from downtown miles 812 15.39 1.01 16.40 6.89 3.03 
Fare to downtown by rail 
transit 2010 Dollars 812 1.50 1.50 3.00 2.01 0.71 
Total parking spots spots 812 1502.00 0.00 1502.00 220.69 320.18 
Age of the station as of 
2010 years 812 10.00 8.00 18.00 13.90 3.35 
Accessibility to jobs by 
transit  812 94840.93 7788.40 102629.33 31739.46 14437.96 
Pre-project neighborhood conditions in 1990 
Population density persons per square miles 812 90359.52 29.04 90388.56 16499.28 11981.72 
Housing density units per square miles 812 35351.50 9.37 35360.87 5705.01 5015.43 
Total population persons 812 8336.00 43.00 8379.00 1443.55 968.23 
Total housing units  units 812 3163.00 16.00 3179.00 501.26 406.57 
Percentage of African-
Americans   812 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.28 0.29 
Percentage of non-citizens   812 0.85 0.00 0.85 0.28 0.19 
Unemployment rate   812 0.69 0.00 0.69 0.11 0.08 
Poverty rate   812 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.23 0.15 
Average household income  1989 Dollars 812 345187.00 4000.00 349187.00 35959.93 28517.64 
Number of detached single 
family housing units units 812 1020.00 0.00 1020.00 161.89 116.31 
Median value for specified 
owner-occupied housing 
units  
1989 Dollars 754 467501.00 32500.00 500001.00 191548.05 112444.66 
Average gross rent for 
specified renter-occupied 
housing units  
1989 Dollars 803 1292.00 137.00 1429.00 614.45 183.13 
Housing vacancy rate   812 0.27 0.00 0.27 0.05 0.04 
  
 We also apply the model construction and finalization steps proposed in Chapter 3 to 
select the best-fitted models. The regression results on the population density change are 





Table 14: Regression results on population density change, the Los Angeles region 
Independent Variables 
Dependent variable: population density change , 1990-2010  
(persons per square miles) 
(1) Corridor model (2) Node model 
Coefficient 
Standardized 
Coefficient Sig. Coefficient 
Standardized 
Coefficient Sig. 
Treatment dummies       
Within 1/2 mile from rail (T1) -422.78 -0.04   1964.47 0.18   
Within 1/4 mile from rail -493.23 -0.03   -379.16 -0.02   
Station features 
      T1 X Total parking spots at station 2.73 0.14 *** 2.76 0.12 * 
T1 X Station age 472.37 0.69 *** 506.61 0.68 ** 
T1 X Accessibility to jobs by transit -0.01 -0.02   -0.01 -0.06   
T1 X Heavy rail 2498.52 0.18 * 2481.48 0.18   
Neighborhood factors 
      Distance to downtown 326.13 0.20 ** 317.68 0.19 * 
Within LA city boundary 1155.65 0.12 ** 1302.29 0.12 * 
Neighborhood population density in 1990 -0.01 -0.01   0.03 0.07   
Percentage of African-Americans in 1990 -300.11 -0.02   84.55 0.00   
Poverty rate of 1990 1907.18 0.06   2282.38 0.07   
Average Household Income in 1990 0.00 -0.02   0.00 0.00   
Number of single family housing units in 1990 -1.28 -0.03   -2.48 -0.05   
Interaction terms 
      T1 X Distance to downtown -401.49 -0.35 ** -463.93 -0.34 ** 
T1 X Neighborhood population density in 1990 -0.06 -0.16   -0.08 -0.23   
T1 X Percentage of African-Americans in 1990 1576.15 0.06   3402.84 0.12   
T1 X Poverty rate of 1990 -9113.60 -0.31 *** -13465.25 -0.45 *** 
T1 X Average Household Income in 1990 -0.05 -0.20 * -0.08 -0.24 * 
T1 X Single family housing units in 1990 -0.31 -0.01   -3.81 -0.06   
R-squared 0.050 0.068 
Adjusted R-squared 0.028 0.034 
Number of observations 811 541 




Table 15: Regression results on housing density change, the Los Angeles region 
Independent Variables 
Dependent variable: housing density change , 1990-2010  
(housing units per square miles) 
(1) Corridor model (2) Node model 
Coefficient 
Standardized 
Coefficient Sig. Coefficient 
Standardized 
Coefficient Sig. 
Treatment dummies       
Within 1/2 mile from rail (T1) -1294.26 -0.43   -1032.28 -0.31   
Within 1/4 mile from rail 202.67 0.04   266.92 0.05   
Station features 
      T1 X Total parking spots at station 0.54 0.10 * 0.65 0.09   
T1 X Station age (years of operation as of 
2010) 136.37 0.66 *** 164.60 0.72 *** 
T1 X Accessibility to jobs by transit 0.01 0.13   0.01 0.18   
T1 X Heavy rail 1578.56 0.38 *** 1698.47 0.40 *** 
Neighborhood factors 
      Distance to downtown 21.18 0.04   25.85 0.05   
Within LA city boundary 270.96 0.09 * 329.70 0.09   
Housing density in 1990 -0.01 -0.05   0.03 0.09   
Percentage of African-Americans in 1990 -110.51 -0.02   -52.31 -0.01   
Poverty rate of 1990 326.86 0.03   195.80 0.02   
Average Household Income in 1990 0.00 -0.01   0.00 0.01   
Number of single family housing units in 1990 -0.98 -0.08   -1.25 -0.08   
Interaction terms 
      T1 X Distance to downtown -11.27 -0.03   -10.75 -0.03   
T1 X Housing density in 1990 -0.02 -0.08  * -0.07 -0.26 ** 
T1 X Percentage of African-Americans in 1990 440.85 0.06   419.53 0.05   
T1 X Poverty rate of 1990 -2110.14 -0.24 ** -2861.85 -0.31 ** 
T1 X Average Household Income in 1990 -0.02 -0.26 *** -0.04 -0.35 *** 
T1 X Single family housing units in 1990 0.14 0.01   -0.57 -0.03   
R-squared 0.105 0.135 
Adjusted R-squared 0.083 0.104 
Number of observations 811 541 
***Significant at the 0.001 level; **significant at the 0.05 level; * significant at the 0.1 level. 
 All the four models reported in the above two tables have very low R-squared values, 
ranging from 0.05 to 0.10, which means that these models can only explain less than ten 
percent of the variance in the dependent variables: population density change or housing 
density change. One of the reasons why these R-squared values are much lower than in the 
case of Chicago or Washington, D.C., even lower than in the Denver case is that the sample size 




variance than a small sample. Therefore, the same set of independent variables could explain 
less part of the variance in a large sample than in a small sample, thus usually yields a smaller R-
squared value. 
 Nevertheless, the results from Table 14 and Table 15 offer insights with regard to the 
potential of densification effects of the three rail lines in the Los Angeles region. Since Los 
Angeles is the only case region that has both heavy rail and light rail implemented in the 1990s, 
we are able to include a unique dummy variable- “heavy rail” in the models. This variable has a 
positive coefficient on it in all four models, and the coefficients were statistically significant at 
the 0.01 level for both the corridor and the node models regarding housing density change. This 
shows that with other neighborhood factors controlled, heavy rail line is more likely to increase 
density change in the nearby neighborhoods than light rail line. This finding supports previous 
speculations in the literature. Because of larger passenger capacity, heavy rail can improve the 
accessibility of a location more than light rail does, hence leaving a bigger incentive for 
developers to invest in building more housing units in the area. Another significantly influential 
station feature is the years of operation of a station. The longer the station exists, the more 
likely it is to make impacts on increasing the neighborhood density nearby.  
 As for the interaction terms, Table 14 shows that the factors influencing the population 
densification effects of the rail transit in Los Angeles include the distance from downtown (-), 
the poverty rate (-) and the average household income (-). None of these three factors are 
surprising. First, the farther a station is located away from central city, the less likely it will 
cause population densification in the surrounding neighborhoods because the accessibility 
improvement brought by a new rail station is weaker at the urban fringe than in the city center. 
The latter two are also the factors that interfere with the housing densification effects, as is 
shown in Table 15. Neighborhoods with a concentration of poverty are probably less attractive 
to potential residents, so are the neighborhoods with high housing values because the housing 
affordability may be low. Also, like in the previous cases, the interaction between the treatment 




housing densification, which means that a dense neighborhood provides a friendly environment 
for the densification effect of rail transit to happen. 
Summary of regression analysis 
 To measure the size of the densification effects of the lines under study while taking 
into account other neighborhood factors, this study constructs DID models proposed in Chapter 
3 and tests various regressions. We start from a set of independent variables which include 
treatment dummies, station features, neighborhood factors, and the interaction terms 
between the treatment dummies and the neighborhood factors. The coefficients on the dummy 
variables are the estimates of the direct densification impacts of the rail lines under study. The 
coefficients on the interaction terms shed light on the indirect impacts of the rail lines and how 
those are intertwined with the exogenous factors.  
 To answer the research questions of this study, we are particularly interested in the 
direct and indirect densification impacts of the urban rail facilities in the four case regions. 
Statistically significant direct densification impacts are only observed in the Washington, D.C. 
case and marginally significant in the Chicago case, in terms of population densification. Indirect 
densification impacts are found in all four cases, although the factors that affect the indirect 
impacts vary from one case to another.  
 The only case that is able to test the influence of transit types on the densification 
effects is the Los Angeles case, which has both heavy rail and light rail. The findings on this case 
show that heavy rail does have a more significant effect in causing density increase than light 
rail, everything else being equal. 
 The most influential neighborhood factor that interacted with the densification effect of 
urban rail is the pre-project density in the neighborhood. A dense neighborhood tends to be 
more likely to promote the densification effects of rail transit than a low-density neighborhood. 
However, without the presence of rail transit, a high pre-project density in the neighborhood 




 Several other findings on the influences of the neighborhood factors are consistent with 
the theories and previous studies in the literature. On one hand, neighborhoods with high 
poverty rates or a large concentration of African-Americans are less likely to experience 
densification effects. On the other hand, neighborhoods with high household incomes suggest 
lower housing affordability, thus are also less likely to see densification. Such phenomena is 
consistent with that of a previous study of the transit system in Los Angeles (Loukaitou-Sideris, 
2010). The findings that the size of the single family housing stock seems to hinder the 
population densification may be explained as a reflection of the “NIMBYism”—neighborhoods 
with a large single family housing stock with good-quality housing properties are least willing to 
accept more density. A strong alliance of home owners may form official or unofficial groups 
that prevents population densification through exclusionary acts (A. C. Nelson, 1992), whose 
concerns are varied but usually include the negative impacts of density on their property values 
(Pendall, 1999). In short, densification effects are more likely to be observed in moderate-
income neighborhoods with a pre-existing pattern of compact development, not dominated by 




Chapter 7: Linking the densification effects with station typology 
 Up to this point, we have found some mixed results regarding the densification effects 
of the recent rail transit investments in the four case regions. How could we use these findings 
to inform future policy decisions on rail transit planning, then? After all, the motivation of 
studying the densification effects is to evaluate the impacts of existing urban rail transit 
investments and to inform the future investment decisions. Therefore, it would be especially 
useful if we can present the findings in a way that it could be easily understandable to the 
general public and the decision makers. This chapter makes such an attempt by linking the 
densification outcomes with the types of station areas, or, the station typology. It selects key 
neighborhood features that are important to the densification effects from individual case 
regions and categorizes the stations into several types based on these neighborhood features. 
Finally, it experiments with using radar charts to visualize station typology and the potential 
densification outcomes. 
7.1 Defining station typology 
 From the analysis above, we find evidence on the densification effects of the rail lines 
under study. We also find that such densification effects are interacted with several factors of 
the pre-existing conditions of the neighborhoods. We can now summarize and extract key 
factors of densification from the regression analysis above to construct a framework of defining 
station typology and linking it with the possible densification outcomes. Doing so may help 
predict the potential densification effects in different urban settings, thus informing the site 
selection of future rail facilities. 
 The working definition of station typology, in the specific context of this study, refers to 




stations and the pre-existing conditions of the surrounding neighborhoods. According to the 
sizes of the standardized coefficients on the variables in the corridor and the node models, this 
study identifies several factors that play significant roles in densification or interaction with the 
rail treatment. Here we will use the case of Washington, D.C. to exemplify how it works. 
 The four pre-treatment neighborhood factors that have statistically significant 
interactions with treatment effect are: average household income (and its squared term), 
distance from downtown, poverty rate, and the percentage of African-Americans. Using three 
of these four neighborhood factors, the ten stations on the Green Line can be plotted in the 
chart below (Figure 11).  
 
Figure 11: Typology of Green Line stations in metropolitan Washington 
 Based on the geographic locations of the stations, a station can be either urban (<4 
miles from downtown), urban fringe (4-6 miles from downtown), or suburban (>6 miles from 
downtown)5; based on the racial composition of the neighborhoods, a station area can be 
white-dominant (>80% white), black-dominant (>80% African-Americans), or mixed-race; based 
                                                          
5 These distance cut-offs used are based on the fact that the central city, i.e. the District of Columbia, sets its 
boundary at around five miles from city center. Therefore, four to six miles from downtown are considered at the 




on average household income, a station area can be low-income (< $35,000), middle-income 
($35,000~$50,000), and high-income(>$50,000)6; based on poverty rate, a station area can be 
very poor (poverty rate>40%7), poor (20%<poverty rate<=40%), and not poor (poverty<=20%). 
Table 17 shows the results of applying such station categorization methods to the Green Line 
stations in the Washington, D.C. case and lists the densification outcomes in the station areas. 
Table 16: The typology of the Washington Green Line stations 
Type Station Name Typology Dimension Densification outcomes 
 Geography Race Income Poverty Population  Housing  
I Anacostia Urban Black Low very poor Negative Negative 
 Waterfront/SEU Urban Black Low very poor Negative Positive 
II Congress Heights Urban Fringe Black Low poor Negative Negative 
 Southern Ave Urban Fringe Black Low poor Positive Negative 
III Naylor Road Urban Fringe Mixed Middle not poor Negative Negative 
 Prince George’s Plaza Urban Fringe Mixed Middle not poor Positive Positive 
 West Hyattsville Urban Fringe Mixed Middle not poor Positive Positive 
IV College Park/U of MD Suburban White Middle very poor Positive Negative 
V Branch Ave Suburban Mixed High not poor Positive Positive 
VI Greenbelt Suburban White Middle not poor Positive Positive 
  
Conceptually, following the 3X3X3X3 typology rules described above, a station area can 
be in any one of the 81 possible combinations of types. According to the regression results, 
urban, white, middle-income neighborhood without much poverty should be the type that 
experiences the most positive change in population density. However, such conceptual type 
does not exist in the case of the Green Line. Instead, the ten Green Line stations fall in only six 
out of the 81 possible categories, which are summarized below. 
 (1) Urban black-dominant low-income neighborhood with extreme poverty  
                                                          
6 These cut-offs are based on the income level of the region at the time. According to Census 1990, the median 
household income in DC was around $30,727 and $39,386 in Maryland. Therefore, I used the average of $35,000 as 
the threshold for middle-income neighborhoods. 
7 Using a fixed percentage of the population below poverty line as a criterion to identify poor neighborhoods has 
been a standard practice in the literature on poverty studies(Coulton, Chow, Wang, & Su, 1996; Quillian, 2003). 
However, the thresholds used varied from 20%, to 30%, to 40%. Here in this paper, I followed the practice of using 





 Two stations, Anacostia and Waterfront/SEU are in this category. And they both 
experienced negative change in population densification, from before the Green Line was 
opened to after, though Waterfront station had slight increased housing density. It is not 
surprising that the advantage of the premier accessibility of an urban location was outweighed 
by three other factors which shaped a disadvantaged neighborhood socio-economic profile and 
cast negative impact on the densification effect. 
 (2) Urban fringe black-dominant low-income neighborhood with some poverty   
 Congress Heights and Southern Ave stations belong to this category. They both had 
negative densification in housing, though Southern Ave station had positive change in 
population densification. Similar to the case of the first type, neighborhoods with both race 
segregation and low income seem to have some difficulties in realizing the densification effect 
from rail transit investment. 
 (3) Urban fringe mixed-race middle-income neighborhood without much poverty  
 Naylor Road, Prince George’s Plaza, and West Hyattsville fall in this category, the latter 
two of which both had positive density change in population and in housing units (which are 
not surprising), while the first one had negative change in both. One possible reason for such 
contrast is that the Naylor Road station is bounded by an elevated highway—Suitland Parkway 
(Figure 12), which forms a barrier that may have prevented the residents from the north part of 





Figure 12: Satellite image of the Naylor Road station area (Courtesy of Google Map) 
 (4) Suburban white-dominant middle-income neighborhood with extreme poverty 
 College Park/ U of MD station is the only such kind among all the Green Line stations. It 
experienced positive change in population density yet negative change in housing density. 
However, it is worth noting that this station area is where the University of Maryland-College 
Park campus is. Therefore, the “extreme poverty” label on this area is probably due to the 
presence of many college students in residence who either have no or very little income. Such 
unique demographic feature of the population means that such combination of the station 
typology may only be possible when it comes to university campuses. 
 (5) Suburban mixed-race high-income neighborhood without much poverty 
 Branch Ave station belongs to this type, which witnessed both population densification 
and housing densification from before to after the Green Line project was introduced, a result 
consistent with the findings and predictions from the regression analysis. 
 (6) Suburban white-dominant middle-income neighborhood without much poverty 
 This category is very similar to the last one, and the only station in this category—




7.2 Visualizing station typology and linking it with densification outcomes 
 Now we have established a system of defining station typology and categorize stations 
into different types, the next step is to test the connection between these station types, the 
expected densification outcomes, and the actual densification outcomes.  
 This research experiences with using a radar chart to visualize station typology (Figure 
13 on the next page). Each radar chart represents a station type. It has with four axes, each of 
which denotes a key factor whose desirability (in terms of promoting densification effect) 
increases from center to the periphery. For example, on the axis of geography, a suburban 
location gets a score of 1 and placed in the center, while an urban location gets a score of 3 and 
placed in the periphery. Similarly, an extremely poor neighborhood also gets a low score of 1 on 
the axis of poverty and placed in the center. Therefore, station areas with the four factors least 
favorable to densification would have the smallest covered area on the radar, whereas station 
areas with four most desirable factors would have the largest covered area on the radar. In this 
figure, diamonds in red denote those that have negative change in population and housing 

































































 The way we define the coordinates on the four axes suggests an expected relationship 
between the visualization of station typology and the densification effects: stations with larger 
covered areas in the diamond charts tend to be more likely to densify. Hypothetically, in the 
most extreme cases, a station that has the maximum values on all the four axes—which means 
it has the ideal conditions for promoting densification effects—would have a fully covered 
diamond. As we can see from the radar charts in Figure 13, the first two types of stations which 
had mostly negative change in population and housing density (with covered areas in red) also 
have smallest covered area on their radar charts. More specifically, their covered areas are 
both smaller than half of the entire diamond area. By contrast, the other four categories that 
mostly experienced positive densification effect (with blue covered areas) all have fairly large 
covered areas. In summary, if we may use such visualization to help predict the densification 
effect on a station area-neighborhood, neighborhoods that have more than half of the diamond 
area covered are more likely to witness positive density change. Whether this could be a 
general rule, however, are subject to more evidence from other rail systems. 
Summary of the attempt to link densification effects with station typology 
 On top of the regression analysis that reveals the densification effects of urban rail 
transit and how neighborhood factors may interfere with those densification effects, this study 
continues to explore the ways to predict future densification effects using the findings from 
regression analysis.  
 In this chapter, we attempt to categorize stations into several types using the most 
influential neighborhood factors found in the regression analysis and use radar charts to 
visualize the station typology. The example of the Washington case shows that radar charts 
work well to present station typology visually. Moreover, the coordinates on the four axes of 
such radar charts are designed to represent the desirability of the neighborhood condition. 
Therefore, it is possible to predict the likelihood of potential densification effect by looking at 
the sizes of the covered area on those radar charts. Station areas with at least two desirable 
factors (or covered more than half of the diamond area on the radar chart) are more likely to 




subject to more evidence from other rail systems. This technique of data visualization could be 
useful in community hearings where transit planners can present to the audience the complex 
relationship between multiple exogenous factors and potential densification outcomes of a 




Chapter 8: Conclusion 
 The resurgence of urban rail transit investments in North America since the late 1970s 
has stimulated a heated debate on the costs and benefits of such large projects. Many 
supporters believe that rail transit is a worthwhile investment due to its potential in making 
land use impacts and guiding urban development into a more compact and sustainable way. 
The classic location theory supports the hypothesis that introducing a new rail transit station 
should increase the land values and the development densities in the neighborhoods near the 
stations, because the availability of the rail transit service improves the accessibility and the 
location advantage of the areas near the station.  However, the empirical evidence shows 
mixed findings on the development effects of modern urban rail transit systems. In some cities, 
urban rail transit seems to have cause increases in densities, while in others such effects are 
absent. Even in the same city, the densification effects could vary from one station area to 
another. Such a big variance leads the scholars to reflect on the factors that may influence the 
development effects of urban rail transit. Different theories were proposed and various factors 
were nominated. Unfortunately, however, there has been no systematic analysis that tests 
these factors. 
 This study takes on the challenge of studying the role of exogenous factors, including 
both neighborhood conditions and transit features, on the densification effects of urban rail 
transit. It examines the effects of the newly established urban rail transit lines on the 
population and housing densification in four metropolitan regions in the United States, from 
1990 to 2010. To answer the research questions, this study applies a mixed methodology of 




1) The general presence of the land use effects of urban rail transit 
 Just as previous studies suggest, there is no consistent finding on the direct impact of a 
new rail transit system on density change in the surrounding neighborhoods. Among the four 
case regions this study selects, only the Green Line in Washington, D.C. shows statistically 
significant direct densification effect on population densification. The Orange Line in Chicago 
seems to marginally significant in imposing population densification effect. In the other two 
case regions, Denver and Los Angeles, the new investments on urban rail transit systems are 
missing evidence on their impacts on directing density increases. 
2) Internal factors: the impacts of the transit features  
 Previous studies proposed that different types of rail transit may cause different 
development effects. Since heavy rail has a larger passenger capacity and higher travel speed, it 
is believed to be more effective in making development impacts. This study seems to support 
this argument. In the Los Angeles case, where both heavy rail and light rail lines are present, the 
Red/Purple Line, which is a heavy rail (i.e. subway) line, shows more densification impacts in 
the surrounding neighborhoods than the Blue and the Green Lines, both of which are light rail 
lines. Although we cannot make a general inference from just one single case, this is a piece of 
empirical evidence that contributes to this topic. However, we should also be cautious on 
making causal inference from such findings. Due to the higher capital costs of heavy rail, it is 
also possible that transit planners tend to place heavy rail lines where they expect to see high 
density or densification trend so that the high costs can be justified by high ridership. To know 
about the different impacts these two types of rail transit make on neighborhood densification, 
more direct evidence is needed. 
 Other transit-related features that are found to be influential factors regarding the 
densification effects include the years of operations of a station and the number of parking 
spots at a station. The longer the station has been in service, the more likely we would observe 
densification effects in the surrounding neighborhoods. The more parking spots are available at 




neighborhoods. The former one is more straightforward than the latter one. It takes time to let 
the rail transit projects show their development effects. Consumer response takes time; zoning 
change takes time; housing construction takes time. In the long run, the densification effects 
should be more apparent than in the short run. The relationship between parking availability 
and densification effects seems puzzling at the first impression. Parking is usually connected 
with motorized travel, which is a competitive mode against transit. More often than not, having 
abundant parking at a station means most riders would drive to the station rather than to live 
in close-by neighborhoods and walk to the station. The assumption behind the whole 
mechanism of densification effects caused by rail transit is that people are attracted to the 
station areas and would actually move into the nearby neighborhoods. Park-and-Ride stations 
seldom meet that assumption. One possible explanation to the seemingly odd observation that 
more parking at rail stations brings more densification is that these stations are not simple 
park-and-ride stations, but also have merits of an urban transit hub.  
3) External factors: the impacts of the neighborhood conditions 
 Neighborhood conditions are like the soil of the seed of densification. This study finds 
four factors that can promote or hinder the densification effects of urban rail transit: the 
remoteness of the neighborhood, the pre-transit density, the income level, and the power of 
single-family housing owners. All these factors have been suggested by previous studies but 
were never tested through empirical tests until now. First, the farther a neighborhood is 
located from central city, the less likely the densification effect will happen because the 
accessibility improvement brought by the new transit station is less prominent than if it were in 
a more central location. Second, if a neighborhood is already built up densely even before the 
rail transit came into being, it is more likely to continue densification due to agglomeration 
effects. Third, a neighborhood will receive the most densification effects if it is neither too poor 
with a high concentration of poverty nor too wealthy that the housing becomes less affordable 
to potential residents. Lastly, a large stock of single family housing in a neighborhood usually is 
an indicator of strong power of NIMBYism against dense development. In that case, 




4) Explaining the inter-metropolitan differences  
 The last research question this study asks is “Do exogenous factors affect density at new 
rail stations differently among different metropolitan regions?” The short answer is yes. We 
find different influential factors in different cases and the magnitude of direct and indirect 
impacts all vary from one case to another. If we take a second look at the densification 
outcomes in these four case regions, as the table below shows, we will find some interesting 
hints on inter-metropolitan comparisons. 
Table 17 : Summary of four case regions 
Metropolitan 
region 










Chicago Orange Line Heavy Rail Yes Direct Indirect 
Denver D Line Light Rail No Indirect None 







Washington, D.C. Green Line Heavy Rail Yes Direct Indirect 
 
 As we have mentioned in the criteria of case selection, these four cases represent two 
types of transit systems (heavy rail and light rail) and two types of transit investments (new 
system and expansion to old system). Previously we have inferred that heavy rail could be more 
effective in promoting densification than light rail through the single case of Los Angeles. Here 
we can again compare the results of the four cases and find that the rail transit systems in the 
two cases that show significant densification effects—Washington D.C. and Chicago, happen to 
be heavy rail systems as well. It is a coincidence that these two cases also had rail transit before 
1990. In other words, the new investments on rail transit in the 1990s are addition to old 
systems in Washington, D.C. and Chicago, while the rail systems in the other two cases were 
built brand new. Therefore, it is also likely that the lack of direct densification effects in Los 
Angles and Denver is due to the lack of the network effect—that an addition to an existing 




out the sole effect of the transit types and the sole effect of investment types, more cases are 
needed in other similar studies in the future. 
 In the earlier discussion about the external factors that may interfere with the 
densification effects of urban rail transit projects, we mentioned that general economic 
conditions, real estate market conditions and land use regulations are all possible factors that 
matter. Although this dissertation does not directly test these factors, the findings of the study 
indirectly shed some light on the discussion. First, the accessibility score we include in the 
model is one of the measures that evaluate the ease of access to jobs in the entire metropolitan 
area, with weighting by transit travel times.  Everything else being equal, a higher accessibility 
score is an indicator of more employment opportunities in the region, implying of a healthier 
economic condition. In the regression analysis of this research, we do find that accessibility is 
positively associated with densification in all four case regions, although it is only statistically 
significant in one of the cases—Denver. This observation suggests that metropolitan areas with 
good economic conditions tend to facilitate densification effects. Second, the real estate 
market condition in each of the four case regions included in this study varies. The housing 
market in Denver is probably looser than other three case regions. Our analysis results show 
that the housing densification effect is the weakest in Denver, an expected result that supports 
the theory that loose real estate market condition is a negative factor in fostering densification. 
Thirdly, in all four cases, we find that housing densification is less prominent than population 
densification in general. Given that population densification and housing densification are both 
indicators of residential densification, such a mismatch between the two densification effects 
indicates the possible barriers in land use regulations that prevent housing densification to 
catch up with population densification. Finally, there are many other possible relevant factors 
at the metropolitan level that this research (and any of the previous studies) did not touch, 
such as the political attitude towards public investments, the weather and typology of the 
regions, to name a few. Studies that thoroughly investigate these factors will contribute to the 




5) Policy implications and intervention strategies 
 The findings of this research are informative to transit planners in their future practice 
with regard to site selection and the prediction of densification effects of new rail transit 
projects. The absence of the direct densification effects of urban rail transit in most cases 
suggests that introducing a rail transit does not always cause neighborhood densification. 
Instead, in most cases, the densification impacts of rail facilities work through interactions with 
exogenous factors such as transit features and neighborhood conditions around stations. For 
those who expect to use transit to stimulate compact development, this finding means that 
careful planning and site selection decisions need to be made in order to maximize the 
densification effects. When feasible, heavy rail maybe more likely to stimulate densification 
than light rail. In terms of the influences of the contextual factors, densification effects are 
more likely to be observed near a new urban rail transit station/line, if it is part of an 
established rail network, located in moderate-income neighborhoods with a low poverty rate, 
not too far away from downtown, with a pre-existing pattern of compact development and 
not dominated by single-family housing units. That being said, neighborhoods that need rail 
transit service the most, such as extremely low-income neighborhoods with higher poverty 
rates, may not fall in the category that fosters the densification effects. In that case, planners 
and public policy makers may need to implement complementary economic development 
strategies and programs to help promote the densification in the neighborhoods, if 
densification is one of the planning goals. 
Based on the findings on the densification effects and their relevant contextual factors, 
this study attempts to link the densification outcomes with the types of station areas, or, the 
station typology. It selects key neighborhood features that are important to the densification 
effects from individual case regions and categorizes the stations into several types based on 
these neighborhood features. Using the Washington, D.C. case as an example, it experiments 
with using radar charts to visualize station typology and the potential densification outcomes. 
The coordinates on the four axes of such radar charts are designed to represent the desirability 




densification effect by looking at the sizes of the covered area on those radar charts. Station 
areas with at least two desirable factors (or covered more than half of the diamond area on the 
radar chart) are more likely to experience densification effect over time. Whether this could be 
a general rule, however, would require more evidence from other rail systems.  Presenting the 
densification prediction using the radar charts is an easy and straight-forward way to convey 
complex information with citizens in the planning process as well. This technique of data 
visualization could be useful in community hearings where transit planners can explain to the 
audience the relationship between multiple exogenous factors and potential densification 
outcomes of a proposed new rail transit service in the neighborhood.  
6) Limitations and future research directions 
 There are a number of limitations of this research, which suggest possible directions of 
continuing the research on this topic. First of all, this study only looks into the residential 
densification outcomes as the measures of densification effects, which leaves out commercial 
densification and employment densification, both of which are important issues to investigate. 
Second, this study focuses more on the quantifiable factors, paying less attention on the factors 
that are not readily quantifiable, such as land use regulations, political environments, the 
process of transit planning, community participation, and so forth. A supplementary study that 
conducts case studies using qualitative analysis will help evaluate the influences of those 
factors on the densification effects of urban rail transit investments. Analyzing the stories 
behind the best-case scenarios and worst-case scenarios of the densification outcomes of new 
rail transit is another research exercise that will contribute to this discussion. Thirdly, 
densification is a process that takes time. Future studies that keep track of the densification 
trend over time in the neighborhoods served by transit will help us to better understand the 
dynamics and mechanisms of the densification effects caused by urban rail transit. Lastly, 
Chapter 7 of this research experiments with visualizing the connection between station 
typology and the densification outcomes of urban rail transit projects. It proposes using the 
radar charts, for their advantage in visually presenting complicated densification factors in a 




and residents. In future studies, we can try this method with more case regions to find the best-
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